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ABSTRACT
Air transportation direct share is the ratio of direct passengers to total passengers on a certain
origin and destination (O&D) pair. It is an essential factor in air transportation planning, airline
market strategy making, and airport operations scheduling. Better understanding and more ac-
curate forecasting of direct share can benefit air transportation planners, airlines, and airports in
multiple ways. However, in most of the previous research and practice, direct share is usually as-
sumed as a fixed ratio, which is not hold for the air transportation practice, especially for long term
forecasting. This research aims to analyze the characteristics of O&D direct share from multiple
perspectives and develop accurate O&D direct share forecasting model, which can be a promis-
ing and reliable replacement for the model used by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Terminal Area Forecast (TAF).
To analyze the characteristics of O&D direct share, a database containing rich information
about O&D features, air travelling features, and socio-economic features is developed based on
data mining on the Airline Origin and Destination Survey (DB1B) database, Air Carrier Statistics
(T100) database, and IHS Global Insight Economic database. Based on the analysis of important
features in the developed parametric regression models, the features that have significant impacts
on O&D direct share are identified.
To develop accurate O&D direct share forecasting models, the problem is studied under both
panel data context and time series context. Under the panel data context, the observations of
direct share on different O&Ds are assumed from the same population. Both parametric and non-
parametric models are investigated. Based on the comparison, the developed nonparametric models
can provide better forecasting performance compared to the model used by FAA TAF. The Gradient
Boosting Machine (GBM) model can outperform other models explored in this research. To further
improve the forecasting performance, a novel Category-based learning method is proposed, which
x
can further improve the forecasting performance by efficiently categorizing the data based into
different categories. The problem is studied under the time series context as well, for which the
direct share time series are generated for each O&D pair. To exploit the modeling capabilities
of different models, both classic time series models and artificial neural networks are explored.
Based on the modeling and forecasting performance analysis and comparison, it is shown that,
direct share time series is O&D specific, which means for different O&D pairs, the characteristics
of the direct share time series and the best model which can describe and forecast the direct
share time series are different. Based on this fact, we proposed a novel modeling method which
combines the ideas of time series modeling and supervised learning based on feature engineering.
The forecasting performance is further improved by the newly proposed model, especially for O&D
pairs with major market changes in history. The model developed under time series context can
provide better forecasting performance comparing to the models developed under the panel data
context, especially when generating longer term forecasting. To automatically select the best direct
share time series forecasting model for different O&D pairs, a hybrid framework is proposed in this
research for practical implementation.
1
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
In air transpiration, each itinerary connects a directional pair of the origin and destination
(O&D) airport. The directional O&D pair is also known as O&D market. On a certain O&D,
airlines provide multiple itineraries, which include both direct and non-direct itineraries. The
passengers choose direct itinerary are direct passengers, otherwise are non-direct passengers. Air
transportation direct share is the ratio of direct passengers to total passengers on a certain O&D
pair.
1.1 Definition
On a certain O&D pair, the passengers flying directly from the origin airport to the destination
airport and the passengers taking one-connect without flight change are direct passengers. The
passengers taking one-connect with flight change and the passengers taking multiple connects are
non-direct passengers. Figure 1.1 illustrates the passengers’ distribution on different itineraries
from DCA (Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport, Arlington, VA) to LAS (McCarran Las
Vegas International Airport, Las Vegas, NV). Assuming all the itineraries from DCA to LAS are
shown in Figure 1.1, the passengers flying directly from DCA to LAS (n1) and the passengers who
take one connect at the DFW (Dallas International Airport, TX) without flight change (n2) are
direct passengers. The passengers who take one connect at DFW with flight change and passengers
who take multiple connects are non-direct passengers. We denote the direct share on DCA → LAS
as directShareDCA→LAS. The directShareDCA→LAS can be computed by Equation (1.1), in which
nD is the number of direct passengers and nT is the number of total passengers.


















Figure 1.1: Illustration of passengers’ distribution on DCA → LAS
1.2 Motivations and Objectives
Direct share is an important factor of air transportation passenger flow distribution, which
shows the distribution of direct and non-direct passengers on a certain O&D market. From a more
macroscopic view, direct share shows the air travellers’ general preference for direct flight services
under certain direct flight service supply by the air carriers. Direct share is a significant component
in the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) forecasting system,
which is the official FAA forecast for enplanements, airport operations, terminal radar approach
control facilities (TRACON) operations, and based aircraft [Office of Aviation Policy and Plans
(2017)]. The forecasting of O&D direct share helps the FAA in decision making on airport planning,
investment, and air traffic controller workforce planning, etc.
Air travelers’ preference between direct and non-direct flight services is one of the major concerns
for airline market development and competition [Coldren et al. (2003), Warburg et al. (2006)].
Direct share is a direct indicator about whether direct flight services are popular on a certain O&D
market. The change of direct share on a specific O&D pair is an important reference for airline
decision making on direct flight market development and cancellation.
Direct passengers and non-direct passengers usually require different services at the airport.
For airport operation, the frequency of direct services to the chosen destination can have an impact
on airport utility [Pels et al. (2001)], and a better understanding of the air travelers’ preference
to direct flight services is crucial for airport capacity planning [Bradley (1998)]. More accurate
forecasting of direct share can benefit airport in labor supply scheduling and service optimization,
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which helps airport in improving service quality and becoming more competitive in multiple airport
metropolis regions [Innes and Doucet (1990)].
Air transportation direct share is an essential factor in air transportation planning, airline
market strategy making and airport operations scheduling. Better understanding and more accurate
forecasting of direct share can benefit air transportation planners, airlines, and airports in multiple
ways. However, in most of the previous research and practice, direct share is usually assumed
as a fixed ratio, which is not hold for the air transportation practice, especially for long term
forecasting. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research work of O&D direct share
analysis and forecasting based on data science.
This research aims to analyze the characteristics of O&D direct share from multiple perspectives
and develop accurate O&D direct share forecasting model, which can be a promising and reliable
replacement for the model used by the FAA TAF.
1.3 Analysis and Forecasting
Based on the research objectives, there are two major components in this research work. One
is to analyze the characteristics of O&D direct share and find out the factors which have significant
impacts on O&D direct share. Another one is to develop accurate direct share forecasting model,
which can provide better forecasting performance compared to the model used by FAA TAF. The
two objectives distinguish from each other but are also highly correlated.
Since there were seldom research work had been done for the analysis nor forecasting of direct
share on O&D level, a careful analysis of O&D direct share from different perspectives is necessary.
Besides the general information about the O&D direct share, more details about what are the factors
which have significant impacts on O&D direct share can benefit the modeling and forecasting work.
Inspirations have been drawn from the related research work about air transportation itinerary
demand forecasting. Data mining work was carried out on multiple data sources to develop the
database which include the features related to the O&D market, air traveling quality, and socio-
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economy. The feature importance is analyzed based on the developed parametric regression models,
from which the important features are identified.
Developing the forecasting model for O&D direct share is a wide exploration in supervised
learning models in this research. The modeling work is carried out under both panel and context and
time series context. The models investigated include both parametric and nonparametric models.
A novel model which combines the ideas of time series modeling and supervised learning based on
feature engineering is proposed. To keep the modeling and forecasting performance measurement
straightforward and constant, only RMSE is used as the model accuracy measurement on training,
validation and testing datasets. The modeling benchmark in this research is the model for direct
share forecasting used by FAA TAF. The modeling and forecasting performance is compared and
analyzed between the benchmark and the models developed in this research.
1.4 Panel Data Context and Time Series Context
As a typical supervised learning problem, the basic idea of model development is to develop an
model which can describe the O&D direct share by related variables / features. Under the panel
data context, we assume that the observations of O&D direct share on different O&Ds are under
the same process and distribution. The observations of direct share on different O&Ds and from
different quarters are treated equally as panel data under this context. The data structure is shown
in Figure 1.2. Taking the advantage of including all the O&D pairs in the same database, the
developed database contains rich information about O&D pairs, air travelling quality, and socio-
economy for all the O&Ds we considering across the U.S. The benefit of carrying out research
under the panel data context is that it can provide general knowledge about O&D direct share
considering all the O&Ds. From the data analysis and feature engineering result, the features
which have significant impacts on O&D direct share for all the O&Ds are identified.
When studying the O&D direct share under the time series context, the direct share time series
is generated for each O&D. For each time series, the observations of direct share are recorded in
chronological order. The data structure of direct share time series is shown in Figure 1.3, which
5
Figure 1.2: Data structure under the panel data context
is the direct share time series on O&D pair RSW (Southwest Florida International Airport, South
Fort Myers, FL) → BOW (Boston Logan International Airport, Boston, MA). The introducing of
time series context in this research is based on the fact that direct share is O&D specific, which
means for different O&D pair, the characteristics of the direct share and the best model which can
describe the direct share are different. To exploit the modeling capabilities of different models to
develop accurate forecasting model for each O&D pair, the modeling and forecasting of direct share
are investigated under the time series context on O&D level, for which the models are developed
individually for each O&D.
Figure 1.3: Data structure under the time series context
1.5 Dissertation Layout and Organization
The most important goal of this research is to provide an accurate model for O&D direct share
forecasting for FAA TAF. There are three major components in this thesis. The three components
are discussed in detail in the following chapters respectively. The layout of the three chapters is
consistent with the research process.
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As mentioned previously, even though the air transpiration direct share is a significant concern
for air transpiration planners, airlines and airports, it had been seldom studied in previous research
and practice. To have a general understanding of the problem and to find out the important
factors which have impacts on O&D direct share, a database which included rich information for
direct share analysis is developed first. Forecasting models are developed for O&D direct share
forecasting under the panel data context. A novel Category-based learning method is proposed to
provide better forecasting performance. The developed models shows advantages in direct share
forecasting compared to the model assuming fixed direct share.
Based on the research work at the previous step, the fact is shown that direct share is highly
related to the historical observations and O&D specific. Based on this fact, the research work
on direct share is carried out under the time series context. Both parametric and nonparametric
models for time series forecasting are explored carefully. Based on the modeling and forecasting
result, for different O&Ds, the best model which can capture the characteristics of the O&D direct
share time series vary from each other. The one-step forward forecasting accuracy is measured for
the models developed under the panel data context. For the developed time series models, the
forecasting performance is measured under twenty-step forward forecasting. What remarkable is
that, even for a longer forecasting term, the time series models show significant improvement in the
forecasting performance compared to the model used by FAA TAF and the models developed under
the panel data context. A hybrid framework which can automatically select the best forecasting
model for different O&D pairs is proposed for practical implementation.
After exploring the modeling capability under the time series, more in-depth research is carried
for the O&Ds, for which the time series models cannot provide accurate forecasting of direct
share. Based on the analysis, there were significant market changes on those O&Ds. The changes
include dominant airlines withdrawing from the market, new carriers joining in the market, and new
airports becoming popular in the same area, etc. To develop the accurate forecasting models for
these O&Ds, the ideas of time series modeling and supervised learning based on feature engineering
7
are combined together. Based on the modeling comparison, the proposed model can further improve
the forecasting performance for the O&Ds with major market changes.
This research work focuses on air transpiration direct share analysis and forecasting. Starting
from developing the database from scratch, the analysis of direct share was carried out to gain
the general knowledge about the problem. To provide better forecasting performance, modeling
strategies and methods were kept updated with the researching work went further and in-depth.
Based on this research, the direct share is not a fix ratio for a certain O&D. The increasing
demand for direct flight services can stimulate the airlines to provide more direct flight services,
which can bring up the O&D direct share to a higher level. Airfare advantage and more preferred
departure or arrival time can make the non-direct flight services more competitive on an O&D
market, which may bring down the direct share to a lower level. Direct share shows the balance
between the passenger demand and the supply from the airlines of direct flight services. The change
in the direct share time series depicts the evaluation of the direct market on a certain O&D.
The significance of this research does not only lay in providing knowledge about certain direct
flight market to the transpiration planers, airlines, and airports, but also lay in revealing the driven
factors for the change of a certain direct flight market and the potential growth or shrinkage in the
future.
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CHAPTER 2. AIR TRANSPORTATION DIRECT SHARE ANALYSIS
AND FORECAST
Modified from a manuscript under review by Journal of Advanced Transportation
Xufang Zheng, Chia-Mei Liu, and Peng Wei
2.1 Abstract
Air transportation direct share is the ratio of direct passengers to total passengers on a di-
rectional origin and destination (O&D) pair. Direct share is an essential factor of passenger flow
distribution and shows passengers’ general preference for direct flight services on a certain O&D.
A better understanding and a more accurate forecast of direct share can benefit air transportation
planners, airlines, and airports in multiple ways. In most of the previous research and applications,
it is commonly assumed that direct share is a fixed ratio, which contradicts the air transportation
practice. In the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Terminal Area Forecast (TAF), the O&D
direct share is forecasted as a constant based on the latest observation of direct share on the O&D.
To find factors which have significant impacts on O&D direct share and to build an accurate model
for O&D direct share forecasting, both parametric and nonparametric machine learning models are
investigated in this research. To further improve the forecasting performance, we propose a novel
Category-based learning method in this research, which can provide better forecasting performance
comparing to employing single modeling method for O&D direct share forecasting. Based on the
modeling performance comparison, the developed Category-based learning model is a promising
replacement for the model used for O&D direct share forecasting by the FAA TAF.
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2.2 Introduction
O&D direct share shows the distribution of direct passengers and non-direct passengers on an
O&D market, which is an essential factor of air transportation passengers’ distribution. O&D di-
rect share is a numeric indicator of the passengers’ general preference for direct flight services on
a certain market [Dumas and Soumis (2008)]. A better understanding of direct share can benefit
air traffic planners, airlines, and airports in multiple ways. However, in most previous research
and applications, it commonly assumes the direct share as a constant percentage [Coldren et al.
(2003),Warburg et al. (2006), Garrow (2010)], which is not hold for air transportation practice.
For instance, with the increase of the low-cost carrier’s market share, the direct share on Austin-
Bergstrom International Airport (AUS)→ Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall
Airport (BWI) kept increasing from 1995 to 2005 before reaching a stable state. Another example
is the direct share on Ted Stevens Anchorage International Airport (ANC) → San Francisco Inter-
national Airport (SFO). Because of the seasonal tourism at Alaska, there is a strong seasonality
in that direct flight market on this O&D pair. For the third quarter in the recent 10 years, the
average of quarterly directShareANC→SFO is around 0.5. For the other three quarters, the average
of quarterly directShareANC→SFO is as low as 0.1. The assumption of constant O&D direct share
neglects the dynamic changes in the O&D direct share and the fact that other factors of the O&D
market can have impacts the O&D direct share. This research aims to carry out a careful analysis
of the characteristics of O&D direct share and find the factors which can have significant impacts
on O&D direct share.
Forecasting of O&D direct share is a serious concern of air traffic planners, airlines, and air-
ports. Accurate forecasting of O&D direct share is of great significance for decision making on
airport planning and investment, airline market competition, and airport labor work scheduling.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) is the official FAA fore-
cast for enplanements, airport operations, terminal radar approach control facilities (TRACON)
operations, and based aircraft [Office of Aviation Policy and Plans (2017)]. There is a wide range
of applications of the FAA TAF, such as air traffic controller workforce planning, airport long-term
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investment analysis [Sims (2016)], and airport environmental study [Monteiro et al. (2018)]. O&D
direct share forecasting is an essential component in the FAA TAF, which helps FAA making deci-
sions on airport planning and investment. However, the model used for direct share forecasting by
the FAA TAF assumes O&D direct share as a constant. This research aims to develop a promising
and reliable O&D direct share forecasting replacement for FAA TAF.
2.3 Literature Review
There are seldom investigations about O&D direct share in previous research and practice.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study focusing on O&D direct share analysis and
forecasting based on data mining and machine learning techniques. We draw inspirations from the
research of air transportation itinerary demand modeling and forecasting, which is highly related
to this research.
Different from the research work about air transpiration demand forecasting, the research of
itinerary demand forecasting focuses on the passengers demand on different itineraries for a cer-
tain O&D market. The most widely used method for passengers’ itinerary preference modeling is
the discrete choice model, which is based on the simulation of passengers’ itinerary choice mak-
ing [Coldren et al. (2003), Warburg et al. (2006), Garrow (2010), Freund-Feinstein and Bekhor
(2017), Viken et al. (2006)]. The discrete choice model is a bottom-up method which simulates the
passengers’ booking behavior based on the socio-economic change (e.g., GDP, population, income
per capita, etc.), O&D characteristics (e.g., number of airlines, airport accessibility, airport region,
etc.), and air travel service level (e.g., travel time and distance, average airfare, level of service,
etc.). In the discrete choice models, two kinds of data are usually employed: the revealed prefer-
ence (RP) data and the stated preference (SP) data. RP data is from historical air travel records
and SP data is from passenger surveys. There are non-ignorable problems when using SP data.
Bias usually exists in passenger surveys because of the design of questionnaires and the methods
of information collecting. Passenger surveys are generally time-consuming and costly, and it is
difficult to get enough samples considering the size of the whole air transportation system. The RP
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data is a more reliable source for getting information about the historical air transpiration market
competition, airlines’ operation, and passengers’ booking behaviors, etc.
When employing bottom-up methods (e.g. discrete choice model) for direct share forecasting,
the passengers’ preference model has to be developed firstly to calculate the ratio of direct passengers
and total passengers. However, how to measure the modeling accuracy of the passengers’ preference
is of great difficulty, especially when there are lots of itineraries on that O&D. Addition to that,
the accuracy of direct share forecasting will depend on the accuracy of the foresting of multiple
variables, which makes the modeling process more complicated and unreliable. Cornering the
mentioned issues, we apply the top-down method to forecast direct share, which focuses on the
forecasting of direct share on O&D level instead of on passenger level. The top-down method
can model and forecast O&D direct share based on the RP data with no knowledge about the
underlying process. To fit a model that relates the labeled numeric response to the features is
a typical supervised learning problem, more precisely, is a typical regression problem. Machine
learning models can automatically extract knowledge about the relation of response and features
from data and can forecast the future of the response [Alpaydin (2009),James et al. (2013)]. Based
on whether there is a predetermined formulation of the model and whether there is a fixed number of
parameters, the regression models can be categorized into parametric and nonparametric regression
models [Hardle et al. (1993), McCune (2006)].
For parametric regression models, there is a predetermined formulation of the model, and the
number of parameters is predetermined as well. The most widely used parametric regression model
is the linear regression [Seber and Lee (2012)]. Linear regression models the relation between the
response and the features in a linear manner, which makes the model be easily interpreted [Breiman
and Friedman (1997)]. Beta regression is a parametric regression model specially developed for
ratio and proportion modeling and forecasting. Beta regression defines a regression model for
beta distributed random variables [Ferrari and Cribari-Neto (2004)]. Comparing to the parametric
regression models, there is no predetermined model formulation for the nonparametric regression
models. Nonparametric models allow a more flexible regression modeling of the response that
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combines the features in a nonparametric manner [Faraway (2016)]. Tree-based models are based
on decision trees, which are widely employed in regression problems. The wide range of applications
shows the promising prediction and forecasting performance of tree-based models [Svetnik et al.
(2004), Chang and Chen (2005), Khalilia et al. (2011), Quan et al. (2019)].
In this research, a database comprising nineteen features for O&D direct share modeling and
forecasting is developed firstly. Parametric regression models are developed to identify the features
which have significant impacts on O&D direct share. Nonparametric models are investigated for
O&D direct share forecasting. To further improve the forecasting performance, a novel Category-
based learning model is proposed in this research. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. We introduce feature engineering and database development in Section 2.4. In Section
2.5, model development is discussed in detail with analysis. The newly proposed Category-based
learning model is introduced in Section 2.6. The modeling and forecasting performance of different
models is compared and analyzed in Section 2.7. We draw conclusions in Section 2.8.
2.4 Feature Engineering and Database Development
2.4.1 Problem formulation
Quarterly O&D direct share is studied in this research. Denote the direct share on O&D pair
A → B at quarter t (t ∈ T ) as directShareA→B,t. The supervised learning model predicting O&D
direct share by features can be formulated as Equation 2.1, in which XA→B,t is the feature set
on O&D pair A → B at quarter t. The function f(X) is a certain parametric or nonparametric
regression model.
directShareA→B,t = f(XA→B,t) (2.1)
2.4.2 Features
Based on the literature review in Section 2.3, we include three categories of features in this
study. Table ?? lists the ID and meaning of each feature in different categories.
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Table 2.1: Feature category and features
Feature Meaning
O&D feature category
directShareQLag Quarterly lag of directShare
directShareYLag Yearly lag of directShare
ODPaxLag Yearly lag of O&D quarterly total passenger
OrgPaxLag
Yearly lag of quarterly departing passengers at
the origin airport
DestPaxLag
Yearly lag of quarterly arrival passengers at the
destination airport
MidPaxLag
Yearly lag of connecting passengers at the most
chosen connecting airport on the O&D
ConnectOrgLag
Quarterly lag of connections from the origin air-
port
ConnectDestLag
Quarterly lag of connections to the destination
airport
ConnectMidLag
Quarterly lag of one-connect itineraries using
the most chosen connect airport as the connect
SchDepLag
Quarterly lag of scheduled departures on the
O&D
CarrierNumLag Quarterly lag of number of carriers on the O&D
LegacyShareLag
Quarterly lag of the ratio of passengers carried
by legacy airlines on the O&D
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Table 2.1: (Continued)
Air travel feature category
AverageFareLag Quarterly lag of average airfare on the O&D
AverageMileLag Quarterly lag of average miles flown on the O&D
RelativeFareLag Quarterly lag of relative airfare on the O&D
RelativeMileLag Quarterly lag of relative miles flown on the O&D
Socio-economic feature category
IncomeOrgLag Quarterly lag of personal income of origin city
IncomeDestLag
Quarterly lag of personal income of the destina-
tion city
WeightedIncomeLag
Quarterly lag of weighted personal income on
the O&D
The features characterize different aspects of a certain O&D market. Some features are com-
monly used in air transportation demand analysis and forecasting. For example, ODPaxLag is the
yearly lag of the quarterly passengers on an O&D, which shows the air transpiration demand on
an O&D [Garrow (2010)]. CarrierNumLag is the quarterly lag of the number of carriers competing
on an O&D market, which reflects the airlines’ competition on a certain O&D market. Another
example is the MidPaxLag, which is the yearly lag of number of the connecting passengers at the
most chosen connecting airport on a certain O&D. It shows the popularity of the connect airport
on a O&D market. Some features are uniquely defined in this research. For instance, RelativeFare
and RelativeMile are the relative average airfare and miles flown on an O&D, which are based on
Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3 respectively. A relatively small RelativeFare shows strong pricing
competitiveness of the non-direct flight services on a certain O&D. A relatively small RelativeMile
shows that direct flight services have a distinct advantage of flying distance and time compared to










The weighted personal income (WeightedIncome) is a feature that reveals the personal income
level of the connect airports. For an O&D pair, if there are n one-connect itineraries, Pax j is the
passengers choosing connect airport j, and Incj is the personal income of the city where the connect







Air carriers can be categorized into legacy carriers and low-cost carriers. The operation network
of legacy carriers is commonly hub-and-spoke, while the low-cost carriers prefer point-to-point
operations. The level of service and airfare vary for the two categories of carriers as well. We define
LegacyShare as the ratio of the passengers carried by legacy carriers to the passengers carried by








To develop the database for direct share modeling and forecasting containing the features listed
in Table ??, data mining is carried out on the Airline Origin and Destination Survey (DB1B)
database, the Air Carrier Statistics (T100) database, and the Global Insight Economic database.
For some features (directShareYLag,directShareQLag, and LegacyShare, etc.), one single database is
needed. For some other features (SchDep, WeightedIncome, and IncomeOrg, etc.), the combination
of information from the different database are needed.
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The DB1B database is a 10% sample of airline tickets reported by carriers to the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics (BTS) [Bureau of Transportation Statistics (2018a)]. There are three
tables in this quarterly database, which are the DB1BCoupon, DB1BMarket, and DB1BTicket.
DB1BMarket is the data table on O&D market level, which contains rich air travel information
including market airfare, distance flown, and passenger number, etc. The T100 data bank contains
domestic and international airline market and segment data [Bureau of Transportation Statistics
(2018b)]. T100 is a database built upon the data reported by air carriers as well. T100 Domestic
Segment Data and T100 Domestic Market data by U.S. Carriers are used in this research. The
economic database explored in this research is the IHS Global Insight Economic database, which
comprise rich economic information of a city or area [IHS (2018)]. The personal income information
is used in this research to generate the features of IncomeOrg, IncomeDest, and WeightedIncome.
The developed direct share database covers 3350 O&Ds, which connecting 223 busiest airports
across the U.S. [Federal Aviation Administration (2018)]. To avoid the significant changes in air
transportation industry by Post-9/11, the time scope of the developed quarterly database is from
2008 to 2017.
2.5 Model Development
For the parametric machine learning models, there is a predetermined formulation, which makes
the parametric machine learning models easier to be interpreted. The parametric machine learning
models can automatically identify the significance of the features’ impacts on the response based
on the estimation of the coefficients. With a more flexible modeling approach, the nonparametric
machine learning models are powerful in predicting and forecasting, especially for problems based
on real-world data. To fully exploit the interpretable and forecasting capabilities of different models,
both parametric and nonparametric machine learning models are investigated in this research.
The entire database is randomly split into three data sets for different modeling purpose. The
training set contains 60% of the observations, which is used for model fitting. 20% of the obser-
vations are employed for feature selection and parameter tuning as the validation set. The other
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20% of observations are used as the testing set for forecasting performance measurement. Since
direct share is a continuous random variable between 0 and 1, logit and logistic transformations
are necessary while applying linear regression models to guarantee the modeling boundary [Baum
et al. (2008)]. As shown in Figure 2.1 is the modeling process for linear regression model with logit
and logistic transformations. Equation 2.6 and Equation 2.7 are the formulations of the logit and
logistic transformation respectively.
training / validation / testing sets 
0 < directShareA   B, t < 1  




fitted / predicted / forecasted sets fitted / predicted / forecasted sets 
fitting / prediction / forecasting
performance measurement
logistic transformation
< directShare'A   B, t < 
-∞  +∞< directShare'A   B, t < 0 < directShareA   B, t < 1 











For parametric models, there is a predetermined model formulation and the number of param-
eters is fixed. The multiple linear regression and the Beta regression are explored.
2.5.1.1 Multiple linear regression
Linear regression models the relation between the response and the features in a linear manner.
Multiple linear regression (MLR) is the linear regression model with multiple features. Denote
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yi as the ith response and xij as the jth feature for yi, the MLR model can be formulated as
Equation 2.8, in which Residual Sum Square (RSS) is the measurement of fitting accuracy and βj
are coefficients. MLR can be easily fitted and interpreted, and one typical approach to estimate
the coefficients is the least squares algorithm. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is used to














(yi − ŷi)2 (2.9)
There are nineteen features in the developed MLR model. The training and testing RMSE
are 0.1294 and 0.1292 respectively. Figure 2.2 shows the relative importance of the features based
on the standardized coefficient magnitudes, based on which, the directShareQLag is the most
important features for O&D direct share modeling based on multiple linear regression. It shows
that the O&D direct share is highly related to its quarterly lag.
MLR models generally suffer from variable redundancy. The redundant variables can introduce
unnecessary model complexity and poorer forecasting performance in the MLR model. Feature
selection methods, such as step-wise selection, are widely used to eliminate redundant features
[Guyon and Elisseeff (2003)]. Forward and backward feature selection methods are explored in this
research for feature selection. For forward feature selection, starting from an empty feature set, the
features are added into the feature set sequentially based on a certain model performance criterion.
The validation RMSE is used as the feature selection criterion in this research to balance model
prediction performance and to avoid over-fitting issue. For backward selection, starting with a full
feature set, the features are eliminated from the feature set sequentially based on the validation
RMSE. Shown in Figure 2.3 are the feature selection processes based on forward and backward
feature selection for the MLR model.
Based on the selection curves shown in Figure 2.3, there are eight features selected for the MLR
model by forward feature selection. By backward feature selection, there are nine features retained
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Figure 2.2: Variable importance of the MLR model
in the developed MLR model. The MLR models developed with the two feature selection methods
provide equivalent fitting and forecasting performance, for which the training RMSE is 0.1264 and
the testing RMSE is 0.1262.
MLR models with fewer features are shown to provide better fitting and forecasting perfor-
mance comparing to the MLR model with more features. Shown in Figure 2.4 are the feature
importance plots of the two MLR models developed with forward and backward feature selections.
directShareQLag, directShareY Lag, RelativeFareLag, DestPaxLag and OrgPaxLag are im-
portant features that have positive impacts on O&D direct share. Meanwhile, LegacyShareLag
has a negative impact on the O&D direct share. The directShareQLag and directShareY Lag
are two of the the most important features in the developed models, which shows that the O&D
direct share is highly related to the historical status on a certain O&D. The positive impact of
RelativeFareLag shows that the passengers prefer direct flight services if the airfare difference
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Figure 2.3: Forward and backward feature selection process
between direct and non-direct flight services is not significant, which is reasonable. The negative
impact of LegacyShareLag indicates that for O&D market dominated by legacy carriers, the direct
share tends to be lower, which tallies with the operation characteristics of legacy carriers.
2.5.1.2 Beta regression
A regression model for the beta distributed random variable is defined in Beta regression.
Beta regression is a parametric machine learning model specifically applicable for modeling and
forecasting ratio and proportion [Ferrari and Cribari-Neto (2004); Gupta and Nadarajah (2004)].
Shown as Equation 2.10 is the model of Beta regression, in which x ti is the ith feature of the tth
observation and βi is the correlated coefficient of the ith feature. µt is a function of yt and g(·),











Figure 2.4: Variable importance of MLR models developed with forward and backward feature
selection
There is a feature selection problem for Beta regression as well. The forward feature selection
method is employed to search for the best feature set for the Beta regression model. Shown in
Figure 2.5 (left) is the forward feature selection process for the Beta regression. Seven features are
selected for the developed Beta regression model. The training and testing RMSE are 0.0963 and
0.0968 respectively. Compared to the MLR models, the Beta regression model can provide better
fitting and forecasting performance. Shown in Figure 2.5 (right) is the variable importance of the
developed Beta regression model. Because the relation between the response and the features are
modeled in a nonlinear manner in the Beta regression, in the variable importance plot, only the level
of relative variable importance can be shown. The important features in the Beta regression model
are very similar to the important features in the MRL models, which shows that the influential
factors to O&D direct share are constant even for different modeling methods.
Based on the parametric modeling results, features have important impacts on O&D direct share
include directShareQLag, directShareY Lag, RelativeFareLag, LegacyShareLag, OrgPaxLag,
and DestPaxLag.
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Figure 2.5: Beta regression feature selection and variable importance
• directShareQLag and directShareY Lag are unique attributes of a certain O&D market.
They are the historical status of the direct share and indicate the air travelers’ general prefer-
ence for the direct flight service under a certain market scenario. The significant importance
of the two features, especially the directShareQLag, reveals that the O&D direct share is not
a factor that changes randomly or dramatically. Passengers’ demand for direct flight services
and the supply by the air carriers determine the status of direct flight market together. Direct
share is highly related to the direct flight market status, especially the recent status.
• The positive impact of RelativeFareLag on O&D direct share is consistent with intuition. If
there is no competitive pricing advantage of the non-direct flight services, direct flight services
are more preferred by the air travelers.
• LegacyShareLag shows the market share of the legacy carriers, which has a negative impact
on the O&D direct share. Since the legacy carriers prefer hub-to-spoke operation network,
there is a higher possibility of flight services with connects, which can bring the O&D direct
share to a lower level.
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• OrgPaxLag and DestPaxLag are a pair of features show the passenger demand at the origin
and destination airport. In general, airlines prefer to offer direct flight services at large hubs,
which can make the carriers competitive on those O&D markets with large passenger demand.
2.5.2 Nonparametric models
There is no predetermined form of the underlying model for the nonparametric models. Com-
paring to the parametric models, the nonparametric models are more difficult to be interpreted,
which is not appliable for feature analysis. Nonparametric models can provide better fitting and
forecasting performance compared to the parametric models, which is shown in various applica-
tions. To develop an accurate model for direct share forecasting, tree-based models are investigated
in this research.
Tree-based models are a category of nonparametric models based on decision trees. Decision
trees involve stratifying or segmenting the feature space into a number of simple regions [Friedman
et al. (2001)]. Tree-based models combine multiple trees to yield a single consensus prediction,
which can result in significant improvement in prediction accuracy [James et al. (2013)]. The tree-
based models explored in this research are Random Forest and Gradient Boosting Machine. For the
nonparametric models, the architecture of the model is determined by the hyperparameters. For
example, Ntrees is the hyperparameter decides how many decision trees should be grown in a tree-
based model. For different nonparametric models, the hyperparameters are different. Even for the
same nonparametric model, the optimal combination of hyperparameters may vary significantly
for different data. The approach searching for the best combination of the hyperparameters is




Hyperparameters are parameters determine the structure or architecture of the nonparametric
modeling process, which has a significant impact on modeling performance. Hyperparameter tuning
is to search the hyperparameters which can optimize the modeling performance.
The most classic and straightforward hyperparameter tuning method is the grid searching
method. All the hyperparameter combinations are tried exhaustively, and the hyperparameters
selected based on modeling performance metrics. With the increase in the number of hyperparam-
eters and the size of the tuning grid, this exhaustive searching method suffers from computational
efficiency. An alternative method is random searching, by which the combinations of hyperparam-
eters are selected randomly [Bergstra and Bengio (2012)]. The accuracy and efficiency of random
searching highly depend on the random sampling strategy. The foreknowledge about the impacts of
hyperparameters on the modeling performance is necessary to build an efficient random sampling
strategy, which is difficult to obtain for most of the practical problems. The same issue exists for
other optimization methods, such as gradient descent searching.
The Bayesian optimization (BO) is a more reliable and practical alternative for hyperparameter
tuning compared to the other methods mentioned previously. The most notable advantage of BO
lies in its capability of hyperparameter optimizing for black-box functions [Lizotte (2008)]. The
model performance is modeled as samples from a Gaussian process in BO, which induces tractable
posterior distribution. The information obtained at the current step enables optimal choices of
hyperparameters to try for the next step [Snoek et al. (2012)]. BO is applied for hyperparameter
tuning for the tree-based models in this research. The validation RMSE is used as the tuning
criterion.
2.5.2.2 Random Forecast
Random Forest is a tree-based model combining multiple trees to yield a single consensus
prediction. When growing a decision tree in the Random Forest model, m randomly picked features
from the database will be used at each split. Mtry is the hyperparameter indicates the number
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of randomly picked features. Another two hyperparameters are MaxDepth and Ntrees. MaxDepth
determines how deep each tree can grow. Ntrees is the hyperparameter which indicates how many
trees are grown in a Random Forest model. If there are n trees grown in a Random Forest model,
the average of the n predictions will be the prediction of the Random Forest model [Dı́az-Uriarte
and De Andres (2006); Albert et al. (2008)]. To develop the Random Forest model which can
provide the best performance, the three hyperparameters are tuned together based on BO. Shown
in Table 2.2 are the hyperparameter tuning result and the modeling performance of the developed
Random Forest model.
Table 2.2: Random Forest hyperparameter tuning and modeling performance





2.5.2.3 Gradient Boosting Machine
Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) is another tree-based model explored in this research. In-
stead of growing multiple trees and taking the average of the prediction result, the GBM model
takes advantage of the boosting method. Boosting is an ensemble method, which generate the
predictors sequentially instead of independent. The GBM model takes information about the pre-
viously grown tree (mistakes or errors from previous predictor) to grow a new tree [Friedman et al.
(2001)]. There are three important hyperparameters in a GBM model, which are LearningRate,
MaxDepth and Ntrees. MaxDepth and Ntrees play the roles in determining the architecture of
a GBM model same as in the Random Forest model. Hyperparameter LearningRate is a value
between 0 and 1, which indicates how much information should be learned from the previous tree.
LearningRate is usually less than or equal to 0.1 [Friedman (2002)]. The hyperparameter tuning
result by BO and the modeling performance of the developed GBM model are shown in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: GBM hyperparameter tuning and modeling performance





The nonparametric models can provide better fitting and forecasting performance compared to
the parametric models, which makes them promising models for O&D direct share forecasting.
2.6 Category-based Learning
The modeling work in Section 4 focuses on developing one single model for direct share fore-
casting, which based on the data of all the O&D pairs. This method based on the assumption that
the direct share of different O&Ds are from the same population. What if the the direct share from
different O&D pairs are under different distributions? Will the overall forecasting performance be
improved if we employ different models for different groups of data? To answer these questions
and further improve forecasting performance, a novel Category-based (C-based) learning model is
proposed in this research.
The essential idea of the C-based learning model is to split the database into different categories,
and develop model for each category of data individually. How to split the data efficiently into
different categories is the most important problem for Category-based learning. The ideal cate-
gorization can categorize the data generated from the similar underlying processes into the same
category and make the difference between categories as distinct as possible. Based on previous
analysis, directShareQLag and directShareY Lag are the features that have significant impacts on
O&D direct share. However, for different O&Ds,the impacts of the two features may be different.
For seasonal and non-seasonal O&Ds, the correlations of direct share with the yearly and quarterly
lags are different. Based on this fact, we categorize the data into two categories based on the
seasonality of the O&D.
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The learning process of the C-based model is as shown in Figure 2.6. Based on the seasonality
of the O&D pair, the training, validation, and testing data sets are split into six subsets. The
training, validation, and testing subsets for each category (seasonal and non-seasonal) are employed
to develop parametric and non-parametric models individually. Based on the validation RMSE, the
best model is selected for each category. Instead of a single model, the result of C-based learning is
a model set comprising the selected models for each category. The overall prediction performance
is measured on the testing subsets.
Figure 2.6: Category-based learning process
Based on the seasonality of the direct share time series on each O&D, the 3350 O&Ds are split
into seasonal O&Ds (834) and nonseasonal O&Ds (2516). To make fair comparison with models
developed in Section 4, the training, validation, and testing data sets are kept the same. Because
the training, validation, and testing data sets were generated randomly, after the categorization,
the data proportion of the three data sets is still 3:1:1 for each category. The details of the models
selected in the final model set are shown in Table 2.4.
The two models selected for the two categories are both GBM models. For the two devel-
oped GBM models, the hyperparameters are slightly different. Figure 2.7 shows the importance of
directShareQLag and driectShareY Lag in the two selected GBM models. In Figure 2.7, variable
importance of directShareQLag and driectShareY Lag in the GBM model for seasonal O&D cat-
egory is shown in (a), and Variable importance of directShareQLag and driectShareY Lag in the
GBM model for nonseasonal O&D category is shown in (b). The scaled relative influence is com-
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Table 2.4: Category-based model performance














puted by the improvement in squared error by the selected feature [H2O.ai. (2019)]. Even though
the architecture and forecasting performance (testing RMSE) of the two models are similar, there
are significant distinctions of the two models. For the seasonal O&D category, the driectShareY Lag
plays a much more important role in the developed GBM model comparing to its counterpart in
the nonseasonal O&D category. Addition to it, the overall forecasting performance is improved
comparing to the developed single GBM model. The improvement in testing RMSE is not that
significant for the C-based model. One possible reason is that only a small proportion (24.90%) of
O&Ds are categorized apart from the original data sets. Even though the developed GBM models
distinguish from each other, the improvement part is on a small proportion of the entire database,
which leads to a slight increase in the overall forecasting performance.
Figure 2.7: Importance of directShareQLag and driectShareY Lag in the two selected models
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2.7 Modeling Performance Comparison and Forecasting
Both parametric and nonparametric models are explored in this research for O&D direct share
analysis and forecasting. To further improve the overall forecasting performance, we proposed a
novel C-based learning model in this research. One of the major objectives of this research is to
develop a more accurate and reliable direct share forecasting model which can replace the model
used by FAA TAF. We denote the model employed for direct share forecasting by FAA TAF
as ModelTAF . The O&D direct share is assumed same as a constant same as the most current
observation in the ModelTAF . Shown in Table 2.5 is the forecasting comparison of different models
based on the same testing data set.
Table 2.5: Model forecasting performance comparison
Model category Model name Testing RMSE
Model used by FAA TAF ModelTAF 0.0942
Parametric models









C-based learning C-based 0.0772
Based on comparison in Table 2.5, even though the parametric models can provide rich knowl-
edge about the important features to O&D direct share from the historical data, they failed to
provide accurate forecasting of direct share which can outperform the ModelTAF . The nonpara-
metric models can provide the forecast of O&D direct share with great accuracy improvement
compared to the ModelTAF . The newly proposed C-based learning method can further improve
forecasting performance. The improvement results from categorizing the data into proper categories
and developing the model independently for each category.
To validate the forecasting performance of each model for application scenarios, the direct share
forecasting for 2018 Q1 is generated based on different models. Show in Table 2.6 is the performance
comparison for forecasting 2018 Q1.
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Table 2.6: Model forecasting performance comparison for 2018 Q1
Model category Model name Testing RMSE






C-based learning C-based 0.0857
Based on the comparison in Table 2.6, when employing different models to forecast direct share
on O&D level, the non-parametric models and C-based models can outperform the ModelTAF
model, which shows that the C-based is a more reliable replacement of ModelTAF .
2.8 Conclusions
Air transportation direct share is the ratio of direct passengers to total passengers on a direc-
tional O&D pair. It is an significant factor of air passenger distribution and indicates the passengers’
general preference for direct flight services under a certain direct flight services demand and supply
market status. A better understanding and a more accurate forecast of O&D direct share can
benefit air transportation planners, airlines and airports in multiple ways.
To find the factors which have significant impacts on O&D direct share, parametric regression
models are investigated with feature selection methods. Based on the analysis of the feature
importance, O&D direct share is a predictable factor which is highly related to its historical status,
especially the most recent status. How competitive the pricing advantage of the non-direct flight
services can have impacts on direct share for an O&D. The O&D markets dominated by low-cost
carriers tend to have relatively higher direct share. In addition, the O&Ds connecting busy hubs
tend to have a higher share of direct flight services.
To develop an accurate model for direct share forecasting, nonparametric machine learning
models are explored. The Bayesian optimization method is employed for hyperparameter tuning.
Both the Random Forest model and the GBM model can provide better forecasting performance
compared to the model used for direct share forecasting by FAA TAF. When a single model de-
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veloped, the GBM model can outperform the Random Forecast model in this research. To further
improve forecasting performance, a novel Category-based learning model is proposed in this re-
search. Category-based learning model can provide better forecasting performance because of the
efficient categorization of the database and the variety in the final model set. The forecasting per-
formance is validated by forecasting the O&D direct share for 2018 Q1. Based on the comparison,
the proposed Category-based learning model is a promising replacement of the model used for O&D
direct share forecasting by FAA TAF.
Data Availability Statement
The DB1B and T100 database used to support the findings of this study are available at Bureau
of Transportation Statistics. The relevant database websites are cited in this paper as [Bureau of
Transportation Statistics (2018a), Bureau of Transportation Statistics (2018b)]. The Global Insight
Economic database used in this research were supplied by the the Office of Aviation Policy and
Plans, Federal Aviation Administration under license and so cannot be made freely available.
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CHAPTER 3. AIR TRANSPORTATION DIRECT SHARE TIME SERIES
FORECASTING BASED ON PARAMETRIC AND NONPARAMETRIC
MODELS
Modified from a manuscript under review by AIAA Journal of Air Transportation
Xufang Zheng and Peng Wei
3.1 Abstract
Air transportation direct share is the ratio of direct passengers to total passengers on a direc-
tional origin and destination (O&D) airport pair, which is a crucial factor in air transportation
planning, airlines market strategy making and airport operations scheduling. This study aims to
develop accurate direct share time series forecasting models for different O&D pairs across the U.S.
Based on the analysis in this research, the direct share time series is O&D specific, which means for
different O&Ds, the characteristics of the O&D direct share time series vary significantly. Based
on this fact, the model which can properly model and forecast direct share time series on different
O&Ds should be different. To exploit the different modeling capabilities, both parametric and non-
parametric time series models are investigated. A hybrid framework which can automatically select
the best model for different O&Ds is proposed. Based on the forecasting performance comparison,
the hybrid framework is shown to be a reliable replacement for O&D direct share forecasting model
currently used by the Federal Aviation Administration Terminal Area Forecast.
3.2 Introduction
Direct share shows the distribution of direct and non-direct passengers on a certain O&D
market. It reveals passengers’ general preference for direct flight services under certain direct
flight services supply. The increasing demand for direct flight services can stimulate the airlines
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to provide more direct flight services, which can bring up the O&D direct share to a higher level.
Airfare advantage and more preferred departure or arrival time can make the non-direct flight
services more competitive on an O&D market, which may bring down the direct share.
Direct share is a key component in the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Terminal Area
Forecast (TAF) forecasting system [Office of Aviation Policy and Plans (2017)]. The accurate
forecasting of O&D direct share helps the FAA with decision making on airport planning and
investing. Passengers’ itinerary preference between direct and non-direct flight services is one of
the major concerns for airlines’ market competition [Coldren et al. (2003), Warburg et al. (2006),
Garrow (2010), Freund-Feinstein and Bekhor (2017)]. The most popular model for passengers’
itinerary preference forecasting is the discrete choice model, which simulates passengers’ booking
behavior based on historical booking or survey data [Coldren et al. (2003), Garrow (2010), Freund-
Feinstein and Bekhor (2017),Viken et al. (2006)]. Discrete choice models rely on a collectively
exhaustive set of choices, which is challenging to obtain because of the dynamic nature of airline
pricing and seat inventory, especially in a forecasting setting. Passengers’ preference for direct
flight services is usually assumed as a fixed average probability in the discrete choice models, which
neglects the dynamic changes in the O&D direct share under different market scenarios. The study
of direct share time series reveals insights into the demand and supply balancing process of direct
flight services on a certain O&D, which is essential for airline market economic analysis. Accurate
forecasting of direct share can benefit the airlines in network planning and market competition.
The proportion of direct passengers to non-direct passengers is an essential consideration for airport
labor work scheduling and utility [Pels et al. (2001)]. Accurate forecasting of the distribution of
direct passengers is crucial for airport capacity and work force planning, which can benefit airports
in improving service quality and becoming more competitive in multiple airport metropolitan areas
[Innes and Doucet (1990)].
Denote direct share on O&D pair A → B at quarter t as directShareA→B,t (t ∈ T ). The direct
share time series on A→ B is the chronological sequence of directShareA→B,t during T . Illustrated
in Figure 3.1 are quarterly direct share time series on four different O&D pairs. We select the O&D
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direct share time series examples with different characteristics in trend, pattern, seasonality, and
stability to show the varieties in the O&D direct share time series. The four direct share time series
will be used as examples to illustrate model development and comparison in the following sections.




























































Figure 3.1: Quarterly direct share time series on different O&D pairs
On O&D pairs CLT (Charlotte Douglas International Airport, Charlotte, NC)→ PHX (Phoenix
Sky Harbor International Airport, Phoenix, AZ) and MCO (Orlando International Airport, Or-
lando, FL) → EWR (Newark Liberty International Airport, Newark, NJ), the direct share time
series fluctuate within a relatively stable range with an underlying seasonality. On O&D pair ANC
(Ted Stevens Anchorage International Airport, Anchorage, AK) → SFO (San Francisco Interna-
tional Airport, San Francisco, CA), because of the seasonal tourism, there is a relatively more
distinct seasonality in the direct share time series. The direct share is relatively high in the second
and third quarters each year. Meanwhile, there is an underlying decreasing trend in this direct
share time series. On AUS (Austin-Bergstrom International Airport, Austin, TX) → BWI (Balti-
more/Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport, Baltimore, MD), the changes of direct
share with time are segmented. Before 1995, US Airways and American Airlines carried the ma-
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jority of the passengers on this O&D with very few direct flight services. In 1995, US Airways
withdrew from this O&D market and Southwest Airlines joined in the market competition and
started providing more direct flight services with competitive airfares. The direct share increased
gradually along Southwest Airlines becoming the major carrier on this O&D. From the four exam-
ples of O&D direct share time series shown in Figure 3.1, direct share time series is O&D specific,
which means for different O&Ds, the characteristics of direct share time series may vary from each
other significantly.
In most of previous studies and practices, the direct share is generally assumed as a fixed
average or probability on the O&D level [Office of Aviation Policy and Plans (2017), Dumas and
Soumis (2008)]. From the direct share time series examples shown in Figure 3.1, this assumption is
not held, especially for long-term analysis and forecasting. In this research, the assumption of the
fixed direct share will be relaxed and the dynamic changes in O&D direct share time series will be
investigated.
3.3 Literature Review
The models for time series analyzing and forecasting can be categorized into parametric and
nonparametric models [Mandic and Chambers (2001), Ma et al. (2015)]. For parametric models,
there is a predetermined underlying model with a certain formulation, and the number of parameters
is predetermined as well. For nonparametric models, there is no assumption of the underlying model
ahead, which makes it more capable of modeling complex time series observed directly from the
real world.
Parametric models are also known as model-based models in the time series community. It
is generally believed that the parametric models are easier to be interpreted compared to the
nonparametric models. For most of the classic parametric time series models, there are usually two
components. One is the signal, and the other is the noise. Signal represents any pattern caused by
the intrinsic dynamics of the process from which the time series is generated [Montgomery et al.
(2015)]. The noise may include noise at the current step and noise from far in the history. There
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are usually two types of characteristics modeled for the signal components. One is the trend, and
the other is the seasonality or periodicity in the time series. The most widely used parametric
models for time series forecasting are the exponential smoothing models and the broad family of
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models [De Gooijer and Hyndman (2006)].
Exponential smoothing is a class of window-function based models, which can separate the signals
and the noise as much as possible in relatively simple forms [De Faria et al. (2009), Mahajan et al.
(2018), de Oliveira and Oliveira (2018)]. The most widely used exponential smoothing models
include the Simple Exponential Smoothing (SES) [Muth (1960)] and the Holt-Winters filter [Holt
(2004), Gelper et al. (2010)]. ARIMA is a family of models with a large number of variations
and wide applications [Nacy et al. (2019), Alsharif et al. (2019), Wang et al. (2019)]. ARIMA
models commonly consist of three components for signal and noise, which are autoregressive (AR),
integration (I) and moving average (MA) [Box et al. (2015), Hansson et al. (2005), Khandelwal
et al. (2015)].
Nonparametric models have been employed for time series forecasting with the development of
computational intelligent techniques. The nonparametric models which outperformed parametric
models in various practices include the Kalman filter [Harvey (1990)], the support vector machine
[Huang et al. (2005)], and the artificial neural networks (ANN). ANN is the most popular non-
parametric model used for time series forecasting. ANN can efficiently model and forecast linear
[Zhang (2001)], nonlinear [Saxén (1996)], and chaotic time series [Chandra and Zhang (2012), Han
et al. (2004)]. For time series with different characteristics, ANN models, such as feed forward
neural networks (FFNN) [Zhang (2001)] and recurrent neural networks (RNN) [Giles et al. (2001)]
are employed. In the FFNN model, one-step or multiple-steps historical observations are used as
inputs and the information can only travel through forward-feeding connections between the nodes.
Comparing to FFNN, RNN has feedback connections on neurons, which is capable of use inter-
nal memory to process sequences of inputs. This characteristic makes RNN a suitable model for
temporal sequence modeling.
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The performance comparison between parametric and nonparametric models for time series fore-
casting has been a controversial topic for the recent 20 years [Ghiassi et al. (2005), Faraway and
Chatfield (1998), Ghiassi et al. (2005)]. There are three major reasons for the preference for non-
parametric models. (1) No predetermined model formulation has to be assumed for nonparametric
models. (2) The nonparametric models can provide a better fitting and forecasting performance
compared to the parametric models in most of the previous applications. (3) Nonparametric models
are more flexible and powerful when dealing with time series with more noise, outliers and missing
data. There are concerns about applying nonparametric models for time series forecasting as well.
(1) Nonparametric models are relative ‘grey’ or ‘black’ box compared to the classic parametric mod-
els, which are difficult to be interpreted. (2) There is a risk of over-parametrization or over-fitting
for nonparametric models [Hippert et al. (2005)].
In this research, both parametric models (Holt-Winters filter and SARIMA) and nonparametric
models (FFNN and RNN) are investigated for O&D direct share time series forecasting. For direct
share time series with different characteristics, the modeling capability of different models are
analyzed and compared. To automatically select the best direct share time series forecasting model
for each O&D, a hybrid framework is proposed in this research. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. The data and data processing are introduced in Sec. 3.4. Model development
is discussed in detail in Sec. 3.5 with examples. The hybrid framework for direct share time series
forecasting is proposed in Sec. 3.6, with performance comparison and analysis. An application of
direct share time series forecasting is introduced in Sec. 3.7. In Sec. 3.8, we draw the conclusions
of this research.
3.4 Data and Data Processing
The Airline Origin and Destination Survey (DB1B) database [Bureau of Transportation Statis-
tics (2018a)] is explored to generate the direct share time series on 1295 O&Ds in this research.
DB1B database is a 10% sample of airline tickets from carriers’ reports collected by the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics (BTS). There are three data tables in this quarterly database, which are
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the DB1BCoupon, DB1BMarket, and DB1BTicket. The three data tables are ticket information
organized at three levels. In DB1BCoupon data table, each row of data consists of information of a
single coupon or ticket. If an one-way trip consists of multiple stops, there will be multiple records
for this trip in the DB1BCoupon data table. DB1BMarket is organized at the O&D market level.
For a one-way trip with multiple stops, there will be only one record in the DB1BMarket data table,
but the connects are recorded in the data. The DB1BTicket data is organized at the round-trip
level. Each row of data contains information of a round trip. The DB1BMarket data contains rich
air transportation information, which is used in this research. The 223 busiest hubs across the
U.S [Federal Aviation Administration (2018)] are considered. Based on the data availability, direct
share time series on 1295 busiest O&D pairs are generated. For each O&D direct share time series,
there are 100 observations starting from the first quarter in 1993 (1993 Q1) to the fourth quarter
in 2017 (2017 Q4).
For purposes of model training, hyperparameter tuning and forecasting performance measure-
ment, each direct share time series is split into three subsets. The training set (1993 Q1 to 2007 Q4,
first 60 observations) is used for model training. The subset of 20 observations (2008 Q1 to 2012
Q4) is employed as the validation set for hyperparameter turning. The last 20 observations (2013
Q1 to 2017 Q4) form the testing set, which is used to measure the model forecasting performance.
Since direct share is a random variable between 0 and 1, logit and logistic transformations are
necessary to guarantee the forecasting boundary in the modeling process.
3.5 Model Development
To fully exploit the modeling capabilities of different models for direct share time series forecast-
ing, both parametric and nonparametric models are investigated in this research. The model used




Hyperparameters are the parameters determine the structure or architecture of the model which
have significant impacts on modeling performance. Hyperparameter tuning is the process of search-
ing for the hyperparameters which can optimize the modeling performance. Hyperparameter tuning
is necessary because even for the same model structure, the best combination of hyperparameters
may vary significantly for different datasets. In this research, hyperparameter tuning is employed
for SARIMA, FFNN and RNN modeling.
The most classic and straightforward hyperparameter tuning method is the grid searching. All
possible combinations of hyperparameters are tried exhaustively, then the hyperparameter com-
bination which can provide the best modeling performance is selected. This exhaustive searching
method suffers from computational efficiency. Because the size of the tuning grid can grow rapidly
with the increasing of the hyperparameter number. An alternative method is random searching, by
which the hyperparameter combination candidates are generated by randomly sampling [Bergstra
and Bengio (2012)]. The accuracy and efficiency of random searching highly depend on the sampling
strategy. However, the foreknowledge of the impact of hyperparameters on modeling performance,
which can help to develop the random searching strategy, is difficult to get for most of the prac-
tical problems. The same problem exists in other optimization methods, for example the gradient
descent searching.
Bayesian optimization (BO) is a more reliable and practice alternative for hyperparameter
tuning. The most notable advantage of BO lies in its capability of hyperparameter optimizing
for black-box functions [Lizotte (2008)]. The model performance is modeled as samples from a
Gaussian process in BO, which induces tractable posterior distribution. The information obtained
at the current step enables the optimal choices of hyperparameters to try for the next step [Snoek
et al. (2012)]. BO is employed for hyperparameter tuning in this research. The validation root of
mean square error (RMSE) is used as the hyperparameter tuning criterion.
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3.5.2 Parametric models
Classic parametric models for time series forecasting commonly consist of addable or multi-
plicative components of the trend, seasonality, and noise. The parametric models are relatively
more interpretable compared with nonparametric models. In this research, Holt-Winters filter and
SARIMA models are developed for direct share time series forecasting.
3.5.2.1 Holt-Winters filter
Holt-Winters filter is an exponential smoothing approach which is formulated as Equation (3.1)
[Winters (1960)]. Denote the tth observation in a time series as yt. Lt, Tt, and St are the level,
trend, and seasonality components, respectively [Hyndman et al. (2008)]. α, β, and γ are parameters
between 0 and 1, which are the weights of different components. A greater weight means that the
estimation of the component at the current step depends more on the recent observations.
ŷt+h = Lt + hTt + St−m+h+m
Lt = α(yt − St−m) + (1− α)(Lt−1 + Tt−1)
Tt = β(Lt − Lt−1) + (1− β)Tt−1
St = γ(yt − Lt−1 − Tt−1) + (1− γ)St−m
(3.1)
Training RMSE is used to measure the model fitting performance. One-step forward prediction
on the validation set is generated, based on which the validation RMSE is computed for prediction
performance measurement. The 20-steps forward iterative forecasting is generated on the testing
set, which is used to measure the forecasting performance of the developed model. The Holt-Winters
filter models are developed for the four direct share time series shown in Figure 3.1 individually.
The details of the developed model and modeling performance are shown in Table 3.1. To visualize
the modeling performance more intelligibly, the fitted, predicted, and forecasted direct share time
series are depicted together with the direct share time series in Figure 3.2.
Holt-Winters filter has a strong capability of capturing the seasonality and constant underlying
trend in the time series. There is a clear seasonality in each forecasting time series with different
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Table 3.1: Holt-Winters filter modeling details and performance







CLT → PHX 0.1822 0.0001 0.0227 0.0583 0.0599 0.1174
MCO → EWR 0.7052 0.0001 0.1881 0.0179 0.0090 0.0251
ANC → SFO 0.0001 0.0001 0.3448 0.1319 0.1077 0.1182
AUS → BWI 0.6388 0.0001 0.0154 0.0639 0.0399 0.0839
ranges. Because the Holt-Winters filter models the trend in a linear way, the overall trend in the
training set is presented in the forecasting time series. For instance, there is a clear increasing
trend in the direct share forecasting on the O&D pair AUS → BWI. The Holt-Winters filter model
captures the overall increasing trend in the training set, instead of the trend in the most recent
observations.
3.5.2.2 SARIMA model
There are three multiplicative components in an ARIMA model, which are the autoregressive
component AR(p), the integrated component I(d), and the moving average component MA(q).
AR(p) is related to the previous one-step or multiple-steps lagged observations in the time series.
I(d) is the differencing effect on the time series. MA(q) forms the impacts of current and previous
white noise errors on the current observation. SARIMA model belongs to the broad family of
ARIMA models, which contains seasonal AR(P ), I(D), and MA(Q) components. The general
formulation of the SARIMA model is as Equation (3.2). φ(B), Od, and θ(B) are the AR(p), I(d),
and MA(q) components, respectively. ΦP (B
s), ODs , and ΘQ(B
s) are the seasonal AR(P ), I(D),
and MA(Q) components, respectively. δ is a level adjustment, and B is the backward operator.
There are seven hyperparameters in a SARIMA model, which are regular orders (p, d, q), seasonal
orders (P , D, Q), and period s.
ΦP (B
s)φ(B)ODs O
ddst = δ + ΘQ(B
s)θ(B)wt (3.2)
The method commonly used for hyperparameter tuning for SARIMA model is manually select-
ing hyperparameters based on the visual observation of the time series plot and the diagnose graphs.
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directShare time series Fitted time series predicted time series forecasted time series
Figure 3.2: Holt-Winters filter modeling performance
This method is not reliable and extremely time consuming when dealing with a large amount of
individual time series. An alternative is to automatically select the best combination of the hy-
perparameters based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), AIC with a correction (AICc) or
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) on the training set [Rob Hyndman and et al. (2019)]. This
method aims to select the hyperparameters which can provide the best fitting performance, mean-
while avoiding over-fitting problem. SARIMA models are developed for direct share time series
on ANC → SFO based on different hyperparameter tuning strategies: (a) hyperparameter tuning
based on AIC on the training set, (b) hyperparameter tuning based on the validation RMSE. The
modeling details and performance are shown in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.3. Hyperparameter tuning
based on AIC on the training set is shown in (a), and hyperparameter tuning based on validation
RMSE is shown in (b).
Different SARIMA models are developed based on the two strategies. Even though the training
performance of the SARIMA model developed based on tuning strategy (b) is slightly worse, the
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a (1,0,0)(0,1,1)4 0.1132 0.1705 0.2411
b (0,0,0)(3,2,3)4 0.1162 0.1183 0.1225






























(a)                                                                                                       (b)
Figure 3.3: SARIMA modeling performance based on different hyperparameter tuning strategies
model prediction and forecasting performance outperform the SARIMA model developed based
on tuning strategy (a) significantly. The hyperparameter tuning based on strategy (b) puts more
weight on the prediction performance on more recent observations, which avoids the noise from the
observations from far in the history in a manner. Therefore, the tuning strategy (b) is employed in
this research. BO is used for hyperparameter tuning based on strategy (b). SARIMA models for
the four direct share time series examples are developed. The modeling details and performance
are shown in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.4.








CLT → PHX (2,1,2)(2,0,0)4 0.0621 0.0375 0.0849
MCO → EWR (0,2,3)(0,0,2)4 0.0201 0.0098 0.0333
ANC → SFO (0,0,0)(3,2,3)4 0.1162 0.1183 0.1225
AUS → BWI (2,1,2) 0.0600 0.0386 0.0423
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Figure 3.4: SARIMA modeling performance
SARIMA model is capable of modeling and forecasting both seasonal and non-seasonal time
series. The periodical characteristics in the SARIMA model is not as strong as in the Holt-Winters
filter. SARIMA model is based on backward operator, which models the trend in a more dynamic
way instead of in a linear regression manner. For O&D pair AUS → BWI, there is no increasing
trend in the direct share forecasting based on the SARIMA model. The trend in the forecasting is
more consistent with the most recent trend in the time series, which is more accurate compared to
the forecasting based on the Holt-Winters filter.
3.5.3 Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are nonparametric models for time series modeling and fore-
casting. The essential idea is illustrated as Figure 3.5. Denote dst as the tth observation in a direct
share time series. Assuming the number of lags equals to 4, the variable set [dst−4, dst−3, dst−2,
dst−1] can be denoted as variable xt. We use xt to describe the observation dst which can also be
denoted as yt. This is a typical supervised learning framework.
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Figure 3.5: Time series modeling using ANN
The basic components of an ANN are neurons and connections. For different types of ANN,
the designs of the neurons and connections vary from each other [Hassoun (1995)]. Based on the
information transfer direction in the neurons, the ANNs can be categorized into Feedforward Neural
Networks (FFNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). The information is passed forward
through the FFNN neurons because of which memories are not carried in the FFNN [Schmidhuber
(2015), Ma et al. (2015)]. In RNN, there are feedback connections, which makes it possible for the
information to pass in both forward and backward directions. RNN is capable of learning temporal
sequences and patterns as time evolves [Ho et al. (2002a)]. In this research, both FFNN and RNN
are explored for direct share time series forecasting.
3.5.3.1 Feedforward neural networks
The design of a neural network architecture is significant for ANN modeling. An optimal
structure of ANN should balance both of the fitting and forecasting performance [Park et al.
(1996)]. The input structure, number of hidden layers, number of neurons in each hidden layer,
and activation functions are important factors to be considered for ANN architecture design. In
this research, the design of the input structure depends on the number of lags included as features.
In most of the previous research, the number of lags is manually predetermined or selected by
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the comparison of a small number of options [Ho et al. (2002b), Balkin and Ord (2000), Crone
and Kourentzes (2010)]. We treat the number of lags as one of the tuning hyperparameters in
this research. Shown in Figure 3.6 is the performance comparison of FFNN models with different
hyperparameters for direct share time series on CLT → PHX. The number of lags, number of
hidden layers, and the number of neurons in each hidden layer are tuned together. in Figure 3.6,
‘# layers’ is the number of the hidden layers. ‘# neurons’ is the number of FFNN neurons in each
hidden layer. ‘# lag’ is the the number of lags.
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# lag
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Figure 3.6: Analysis of hyperparameters in FFNN model
With a more complicated architecture, the training performance becomes better, which is a
consequence of over-fitting. The changes of model performance on validation and testing sets are
similar. To automatically select the best hyperparameters for each FFNN model, BO is employed
and the validation RMSE is used as criterion1. The FFNN models are developed for the four direct
share time series examples. The modeling details and performance are as shown in Table 3.4 and
Figure 3.7.
1Different activation functions in the FFNN are examined as well. However the impacts on modeling performance
are slight.
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Table 3.4: FFNN modeling details and performance







CLT→PHX 4 1 15 0.0574 0.0450 0.0769
MCO→EWR 4 3 15 0.0203 0.0084 0.0270
ANC→SFO 6 3 10 0.0916 0.1473 0.2880
AUS→BWI 4 2 15 0.0531 0.0364 0.0478
For the four different direct share time series, different FFNN architectures with different com-
plexities are selected. Comparing with the parametric models discussed previously, the FFNN is
more capable of modeling and forecasting direct share time series with randomness. For instance,
for the direct share time series on CLT → PHX, even the architecture is relatively simple, the
developed FFNN model can provide better fitting and forecasting performance compared to the
parametric models. However, for the direct share time series on ANC → SFO, the FFNN model is
not capable of modeling and forecasting the underlying overall decreasing trend in the time series.
3.5.3.2 Recurrent neural networks
RNN has a short term internal memory in the neural network, which makes the RNN capable
of modeling and forecasting the temporal sequences and patterns in the time series. The same
hyperparameters are tuned by BO, and the RNN models are developed for the four direct share
time series. The modeling details and performance are shown in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.8.
Table 3.5: RNN modeling details and performance







CLT→PHX 5 1 10 0.0571 0.0472 0.0803
MCO→EWR 8 2 10 0.0183 0.0086 0.0223
ANC→SFO 10 2 5 0.1444 0.1537 0.1892
AUS→BWI 2 1 10 0.0618 0.0357 0.0526
Comparing with FFNN models, the architectures of RNN models are relatively simpler (fewer
hidden layers or fewer neurons in each hidden layer), but can still provide competitive modeling
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Figure 3.7: FFNN modeling performance
performance. Because the RNN models can capture the periodical patterns in the time series, the
seasonality in the direct share time series can be modeled and forecasted by the RNN model. For
the direct share time series on MCO → EWR, the seasonality is modeled properly. However, the
RNN failed to capture the underlying overall trend in the time series, as the FFNN model as well.
3.5.4 Benchmark: directShare forecasting in FAA TAF
In FAA TAF and most of the previous studies and applications, the O&D direct share forecasting
is a fixed proportion which equals to the latest observation or the average during a period of time.
We denote the methodology used in FAA TAF as MTAF , which uses the latest observation of O&D
direct share as forecasting. The MTAF is convenient for practical use and easy to understand.
Shown in Table 3.6 and Figure 3.9 are the forecasting performance of MTAF model for the four
direct share time series examples.
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Figure 3.8: RNN modeling performance
Table 3.6: MTAF modeling details and performance





The forecasting performance of MTAF highly depends on how close the most recent observation
of direct share is to the average of the direct share in the future. If the direct share is stable in
the future and the most recent observation is close to the future average, the testing RMSE of
the MTAF forecasting will be smaller. If the direct share fluctuates significantly in the future, or
the most recent observation is not close to the future average, the testing RMSE of the MTAF
forecasting will increase dramatically.
For direct share time series on MCO → EWR and AUS → BWI, the direct share time series is
relatively stable and fluctuates within a small range in the forecasting period. The testing RMSEs
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Figure 3.9: MTAF modeling performance
of the forecasting based on MTAF model are relatively small on those O&Ds. However, for direct
share time series on CLT → PHX and ANC → SFO, the MTAF model failed to provide reasonable
and accurate forecasting of direct share on those O&Ds, especially for ANC → SFO. The same
problem exists for the direct share time series with increasing or decreasing trends. The inaccuracy
will grow with the increase of the forecasting period. The forecasting of direct share time series
based on MTAF model is not reliable, especially for long term forecasting.
3.6 Hybrid Framework and Modeling Performance
Based on the analysis in previous sessions, direct share time series is O&D specific. There is
no such model which can outperform all other models for every O&D pair. To develop accurate
forecasting model for different O&Ds across the U.S., a hybrid framework which can automatically
select the best model for different O&D pairs is proposed in this research. Both parametric and
nonparametric models are considered in this hybrid framework.
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Based on the previous modeling comparison and analysis, the Holt-Winters filter has a strong
capability for seasonal time series modeling, which can also model the underlying long term trend
in a linear way. The SARIMA model can be emplo for both seasonal and non-seasonal time series
modeling and forecasting. Because SARIMA model is based on backward operator, the trend in
the time series is modeled by a more dynamic manner. The FFNN model is more capable of dealing
with time series with randomness, and the RNN model is more capable of modeling and forecasting
time series with short term patterns. To fully exploit the modeling capabilities of both parametric
and nonparametric models, a hybrid framework considering both model categories is proposed,
which is as illustrated in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Hybrid framework for direct share time series modeling and forecasting
The Holt-Winters filter, SARIMA, FFNN and RNN models are developed independently for
each O&D, and the model which can provide the best forecasting performance is selected automat-
ically based on the testing RMSE. The direct share time series models are developed for the four
examples in Figure 3.1 based on the hybrid framework. Details of the developed model for each
O&D are shown in Table 3.7. The forecasting performance of the MTAF for the xample O&Ds is
also shown for comparison.
Direct share time series forecasting models for the 1295 O&D pairs are developed based on the
hybrid framework. Table 3.8 summarizes the details of the modeling results. 62% of the O&D
pairs select parametric models, and the Holt-Winters filter is the model selected the most. Based
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Table 3.7: Modeling based on the hybrid framework and MTAF for example O&Ds
Hybrid framework MTAF
O&D Model type Training RMSE Testing RMSE Testing RMSE
CLT→PHX FFNN 0.0574 0.0769 0.0951
MCO→EWR RNN 0.0183 0.0223 0.0263
ANC→SFO Holt-Winters filter 0.1319 0.1182 0.2343
AUS→BWI SARIMA 0.0600 0.0423 0.0403
on the modeling result for the 1295 O&D pairs, for direct share time series on different O&D pairs,
the best model which can provide best forecasting performance is different. Both parametric and
non-parametric models are necessary in this research to develop accurate direct share forecasting
models for different O&Ds.
Table 3.8: Modeling details of the hybrid framework for 1295 O&Ds





Holt-Winters filter 412 0.0647 0.0823
SARIMA 388 0.0694 0.0837
FFNN 360 0.0648 0.0932
RNN 135 0.0689 0.0931
Hybrid framework 1295 0.0666 0.0869
To compare the modeling performance of the hybrid framework and the model used for direct
share forecasting by FAA TAF, the forecasting of direct share are generated based on MTAF for the
1295 O&Ds as well. The average forecasting RMSE of the MTAF model is 0.1058. Comparing to
the MTAF model, the hybrid framework can provide more accurate and reliable forecasting of the
direct share on different O&Ds. The hybrid framework is a promising replacement for the MTAF .
3.7 Application of Direct Share Time Series Forecasting
LaGuardia Airport (LGA), John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), and EWR are three
of the busiest hubs in the national airspace, which carry the majority of air travellers in the New
York City area. Shown in Figure 3.11 are the relative positions of the three airports. Because
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their geospatial proximity, the three airports are usually used as a classic case for the study of the
airlines market competition in multiple airport metroplex area.
Figure 3.11: Spatial illustration of EWR, LGA and JFK
The market between Orlando and New York City is one of the most benefiting markets in the
U.S. MCO is the major airport in Orlando, Florida. In 2017, there were 0.51 million passengers
from MCO to LGA, in which 92.85% were direct passengers. Delta Airlines was the major carrier
which carried 55.14% of the total passengers. In the same year, on MCO → JFK, there were 0.75
million passengers, 98.35% of which were direct passengers. JetBlue Airlines carried the majority
of 57.57% passengers on this market. Meanwhile, there were 1.02 million passengers departed from
MCO to EWR, in which 97.86% chose direct flight services. United Airlines and JetBlue Airlines
carried 48.27% and 30.44% of the total passengers respectively. Comparing with other O&D pairs,
for example, ANC→ SFO, the direct share on the three O&Ds (MCO→ LGA, MCO→ JFK, and
MCO → EWR) is relatively high, which shows that the direct flight services are more preferred on
the market from Orlando to New York City. To explore how the direct share will change on the
three O&Ds in the future, the direct share forecasting models are developed based on the hybrid
framework. Shown in Table 3.9 are the details of the developed models.
Table 3.9: Details of the models developed by hybrid framework
O&D Model type Training RMSE Testing RMSE
MCO→LGA Holt-Winters filter 0.0270 0.0364
MCO→JFK Holt-Winters filter 0.0200 0.0052
MCO→EWR SARIMA 0.0179 0.0251
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Comparing to the general modeling performance (average training RMSE: 0.0666, and average
testing RMSE: 0.0869), the three models have relatively high accuracy for direct share time series
forecasting. The ten years forecasting of direct share time series are generated for the three O&Ds,
which are shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Direct share forecasting for the three O&Ds
The direct share time series forecasting on MCO → JFK is relatively stable compared to the
other two O&Ds, and there is a slightly increasing trend. There is an obvious periodic pattern in
the direct share time series forecasting on MCO → LGA, which fluctuates around a stable level.
Compared to the other two O&Ds, there is an obvious decreasing trend on the direct share time
series on MCO → EWR, which indicates under current passenger demand and supply of direct
flight services, the direct direct share is expected to decrease in the future.
3.8 Conclusions
Air transportation direct share is an essential factor to air transportation planning, airline
market strategy making, and airport operations scheduling. It reflects the passengers’ general
preference for direct flight services on an O&D given the passengers’ demand and airlines’ supply
of direct flight services. Direct share time series is O&D specific, which reveals the evolution
process of certain O&D direct market. In most of previous studies and practices, the direct share
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is commonly assumed as a fixed probability, which is not hold for air transportation practice,
especially for long term forecasting. To relax the assumption of fixed direct share and develop a
methodology for accurate forecasting of O&D direct share, both parametric and nonparametric
time series models are investigated in this research.
For direct share time series with relatively regular seasonality and trend, the parametric models
are capable of modeling and forecasting direct share time series accurately with relatively easier
formation. Nonparametric models can provide better forecasting performance for direct share time
series with more randomness and short-term periodical patterns. To take advantage of modeling
capacities of different models, a hybrid framework is proposed in this research, which can auto-
matically develop the accurate forecasting model for direct share time series on 1295 O&D pairs
across the U.S. Comparing to the model used by FAA TAF, the hybrid framework can provide
more accurate and reliable forecasting of direct share time series, which is a promising replacement
for the model used by FAA TAF.
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CHAPTER 4. AIR TRANSPORTATION DIRECT SHARE TIME SERIES
ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING: A HYBRID FRAMEWORK
Modified from a manuscript under review by Journal of Air Transport Management
Xufang Zheng and Peng Wei
4.1 Abstract
An origin and destination airport pair on which the airlines provide direct and non-direct flight
services is known as an air transportation directional O&D pair or O&D pair. The ratio of direct
passengers to total passengers on an O&D pair is the O&D direct share. Direct share shows the
passengers’ distribution on direct and non-direct itineraries on a certain O&D market. On the
macroscopic level, the O&D direct share indicates air travelers’ general preference for direct flight
services under certain supply. A more in-depth analysis and more accurate forecasting of direct
share can benefit the air transportation planners, airlines and airports in multiple ways. In most
previous research and practical applications, the O&D direct share is commonly assumed as a
constant, which is not held for air transportation practice, especially for a long time period. To
analyze the characteristics of O&D direct share, we carefully studied 1295 busiest O&Ds across
the U.S. To develop an accurate direct share forecasting model for different O&Ds, the classical
time series models and machine learning models are investigated. A novel model which based
on supervised learning and feature engineering is proposed in this research. To fully exploit the
modeling capability of different models and automatically select the best forecasting model for
each O&D, a hybrid framework is proposed. Based on the forecasting performance comparison, the
hybrid framework can provide promising direct share forecasting for different O&D pairs, which is
a reliable replacement for the direct share forecasting model currently used by the Federal Aviation
Administration Terminal Area Forecast.
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4.2 Introduction
Quarterly O&D direct share is studied in this research. Direct share on O&D pair A →
B at quarter t can be denoted as directShareA→B,t (t ∈ T ). The chronological sequence of
directShareA→B,t during T is the direct share time series on O&D pair A → B. Shown in Fig-
ure 4.1 are direct share time series on four different O&D pairs.




























































Figure 4.1: Direct share time series on different O&D pairs
The characteristics of the four direct share time series vary significantly from each other. On
O&D pair ANC (Ted Stevens Anchorage International Airport, Anchorage, AK) → SFO (San
Francisco International Airport, San Francisco, CA), there is a distinct seasonality in the direct
share time series with an underlying decreasing trend . Comparing to ANC→ SFO, the direct share
time series on O&D pair ATL (Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, Atlanta, GA) →
PHX (Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport, Phoenix, AZ) is relatively more stable with a
slightly increasing trend from 2001 to 2010. On O&D pair AUS (Austin–Bergstrom International
Airport, Austin, TX) → BWI (Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport,
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Baltimore, MD), there are three segments in the direct share time series. Before 1995, the direct
share was relatively low and fluctuated within a small range. From 1995 to 2005, there was a clear
increasing trend in the direct share time series until it reached a higher level in 2005. Comparing
to the other three examples, there is more randomness in the direct share time series on CLT
(Charlotte Douglas International Airport, Charlotte, NC) → DAY (Dayton International Airport,
Dayton, OH), in which there is no distinct trend or seasonality. The four examples show that the
direct share time series is O&D specific, which means for different O&D pairs, the characteristics
of direct share time series may vary from each other significantly.
This research aims to identify the driving factors of O&D direct share change based on the
analysis of the historical O&D direct share time series. Another objective of this research is to
develop accurate direct share forecasting models for all major O&D pairs across the U.S., which is
expected to outperform and replace the direct share forecasting model currently used by the FAA
TAF.
4.2.1 Literature review
In the classical time series analysis and forecasting models, there are additive or multiplicative
components to model the signal and noise. Signal indicates any pattern caused by the intrinsic
dynamics of the process from which the data is recorded [Montgomery et al. (2015)]. Two of
the most important characteristics of the signals are trend and seasonality (or periodicity). The
noise components may contain the noise from the current process or process far from present.
Exponential smoothing models and Autoregressive Integration Moving Average (ARIMA) models
are the most widely used models for time series analysis and forecasting [De Gooijer and Hyndman
(2006)]. Exponential smoothing models are a class of window-function based models, which can
separate the signals and the noise as much as possible in a relatively simple form [De Faria et al.
(2009), Mahajan et al. (2018), de Oliveira and Oliveira (2018)]. Holt-Winters filter [Holt (2004),
Gelper et al. (2010)] is one of the exponential smoothing models, which is specially developed for
time series with seasonality or periodicity. ARIMA models are a wide family of models with a large
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number of variations [Alsharif et al. (2019), Wang et al. (2019)] and applications [Nacy et al. (2019),
Box et al. (2015), Hansson et al. (2005), Khandelwal et al. (2015)]. There are three components in
a general ARIMA model for signals and noise, which are autoregressive (AR), integration (I) and
moving average (MA) components. The SARIMA models are ARIMA models with seasonal AR,
I, and MA components.
When using classical time series models, the direct share at the current step is predicted based on
the historical observations. Comparing to the classical time series models, the supervised learning
models describe the direct share at the current step by a matching feature set. The supervised
learning models take advantage of features which have significant correlations with the O&D direct
share.
Machine learning models can automatically extract knowledge of the relation between the re-
sponse and the features from the data and can predict the response in the future [Alpaydin (2009),
James et al. (2013)]. Modeling the relation between labeled numeric response and the features is
a typical supervised learning problem, more specifically, a regression problem. Based on whether
there are predetermined formulations and a fixed number of parameters for the underlying model,
the regression models can be categorized into parametric and non-parametric models [Hardle et al.
(1993), McCune (2006)]. The structure of parametric models is more straightforward compared to
the non-parametric models, which can be more easily interpreted. The most widely used paramet-
ric regression model is the linear regression model [Seber and Lee (2012), Breiman and Friedman
(1997)], which models the relationship between the response and the features in a linear manner.
For non-parametric models, there is no predetermined model formulation of the underlying model.
Non-parametric models allow a more flexible regression modeling of the response that combines
the features in a nonparametric manner [Faraway (2016)]. Decision trees involve stratifying or seg-
menting the feature space into several simple regions, which are non-parametric models [Friedman
et al. (2001)]. Tree-based models which based on decision trees are widely employed in regression
problems. The wide range of applications shows the promising prediction and forecasting per-
formance of tree-based models [’srandom’srandomSvetnik et al. (2004), Chang and Chen (2005),
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Khalilia et al. (2011), Quan et al. (2019)]. Random forest is a tree based model, which combines a
large number of decision trees to yield a single consensus prediction of the response.
To fully exploit the modeling capabilities of different models, both classical time series models
and machine learning models are investigated for O&D direct share time series modeling and
forecasting in this research. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The model
development is introduced in detail in Sec. 4.3, which includes data processing, model development
based on classical time series models and supervised learning with feature engineering. A hybrid
framework is proposed in Sec. 4.4, with the model performance comparison with the model currently
used by the FAA TAF. In Sec. 4.5, we draw conclusions and discuss the future work of this research.
4.3 Model Development
The analysis and forecasting of O&D direct share time series in this research are based on
historical air transportation data, for which data processing is essential. Classical time series
models are investigated for O&D direct share time series forecasting. A novel model which combines
supervised learning models with feature engineering is proposed.
4.3.1 Data and data processing
To generate the quarterly direct share time series on each O&D, the publicly available database
Airline Origin and Destination Survey (DB1B) database is explored. The DB1B database is a 10%
sample of airline tickets reported by air carriers’ to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS)
[Bureau of Transportation Statistics (2018a)]. The DB1BMarket data table is one of the three
data tables, which is organized on the O&D market level. 1295 busiest O&D pairs studied in this
research, which cover all 223 hubs in the FAA airport category [Federal Aviation Administration
(2018)]. Because of data availability, there are 100 observations from the first quarter in 1994 (1993
Q1) to the fourth quarter in 2017 (2017 Q4) in each direct share time series. Each time series is split
into three subsets, which are the training set (1993 Q1 - 2007 Q4, first 60% of the observations),
the validation set (2008 Q1 - 2012 Q4, second 20% of the observations), and the testing set (2013
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Q1 - 2017 Q4, last 20% of the observations). The training set is used for the coefficient estimation
in each model. The validation set is used for hyperparameter tuning and model selection, and the
testing set is used to measure the forecasting performance of the developed model.
Because direct share is a random variable between 0 and 1, logit and logistic transformations
are necessary to guarantee the forecasting boundaries in the modeling process. In this paper,
prediction refers to one-step forward prediction (prediction for next quarter), while forecasting
refers to twenty-step forward iterative forecasting (iterative forecasting for five years). The fitting,
prediction, and forecasting performance are measured by Root of Mean Square Error (RMSE) on
each data set. Denoting the actual observation of an O&D direct share as y and the estimation of






(ŷ − y)2 (4.1)
4.3.2 Classical time series models
The classical time series models can capture the characteristics of seasonality, trend, and noise in
a time series. When employing classical time series models to model and forecast O&D direct share,
only the historical observations of direct share are used. In this research, both the Holt-Winters
filter and SARIMA model are explored.
4.3.2.1 Holt-Winters filter
Holt-Winters filter is an exponential smoothing model, which was developed specifically for the
time series with seasonality or periodicity [Winters (1960)]. Assuming yt is the tth observation in
a time series, the additive model of Holt-Winters filter can be formulated as Equation (4.2). Lt,
Tt, and St are the level, trend, and seasonal components respectively [Hyndman et al. (2008)]. m
is the term of periodicity, and ŷt+h is the h-steps forward prediction of y at time t. α, β, and γ are
the weights of different components, which are all between 0 and 1. Greater α, β, or γ indicates
the related component at time t depends more on recent observations.
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ŷt+h = Lt + hTt + St−m+h+m
Lt = α(yt − St−m) + (1− α)(Lt−1 + Tt−1)
Tt = β(Lt − Lt−1) + (1− β)Tt−1
St = γ(yt − Lt−1 − Tt−1) + (1− γ)St−m
(4.2)
To analyze the model performance, the Holt-Winters filters developed for the direct share time
series on ANC → SFO and DEN (Denver International Airport, Denver, CO) → TUS (Tucson
International Airport, Tucson, AZ) are shown as examples. The estimations of coefficients and
model performance are shown in Table 4.1. To visualize the model performance, the fitted values
on the training set, the predictions on the validation set, and the forecasting results on the testing
set are plotted together with the real direct share time series in Figure 4.2.
Table 4.1: Model details and performance of Holt-Winters filter







ANC → SFO 0.0001 0.0001 0.3448 0.1319 0.1077 0.1182
DEN → TUS 0.5015 0.0014 0.0001 0.0669 0.0360 0.0336






























directshare time series predicted time seriesfitted time series forecasted time series
Figure 4.2: Holt-Winters filter model performance
There are seasonality with different intensities in the two direct share time series shown in
Figure 4.2. For both of the developed Holt-Winters filters, the model captured the seasonality in
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the direct share time series well. There are clear seasonality in the forecasting for both direct share
time series. In the Holt-Winters filter, the trend is modeled in a linear manner. For ANC → SFO,
there is a distinct decreasing trend in the entire direct share time series. The Holt-Winters filter
can capture the overall trend properly.
4.3.2.2 SARIMA model
Autoregressive Integration Moving Average (ARIMA) models are composed of three compo-
nents, which is as Equation (4.3). The AR(p) component is related to the one-step or multiple-steps
lagged observations in the time series, which is formulated as Equation (4.4). MA(q) component
models the impact of current and previous white noise errors on the current observation. MA(q) can
be formulated as Equation (4.5), in which wt is the white noise at time t. Integration component,
I(d), is related to differencing effect on the time series, which is as Equation (4.6).
φ(B)(1−B)dyt = θ(B)wt (4.3)
yt = φ1yt−1 + φ2yt−2 + ...+ φpyt−p + wt
φ(B)yt = wt
(4.4)
yt = wt + θ1wt−1 + θ2wt−2 + ...+ θpwt−q
yt = θ(B)wt
(4.5)
Odyt = (1−B)dyt (4.6)
The ARIMA model is based on the back-shift operator (B), which makes it capable of modeling
the trend of the time series more dynamically. The ARIMA models containing seasonal AR(P),
I(D), and MA(Q) components are SARIMA models. The general formulation of the SARIMA
model is shown as Equation (4.7). The seasonal AR(P) and MA(Q) components are denoted as
ΦP (B
s) and ΘQ(B
s) respectively. ODs is the seasonal integration component. There are seven
hyperparameters in a general SARIMA model, which are regular orders (p, d, q), seasonal orders
(P , D, Q), and period s.
ΦP (B
s)φ(B)ODs O
ddst = δ + ΘQ(B
s)θ(B)wt (4.7)
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Determination of the hyperparameters is the most essential issue for SARIMA modeling. The
most widely used method is manually selecting the hyperparameters based on the visual obser-
vation of the time series plot and the diagnosis graphs. This method is relatively subjective and
time-consuming when dealing with a large number of different time series. An alternative is hyper-
parameter tuning based on the grid searching. However, this method is time-consuming when the
grid is huge and complex. To automatically select the hyperparameters in a more efficient way, the
Bayesian Optimization (BO) method is employed in this research. BO is a reliable and practical
hyperparameter tuning method, especially when the relationship between the hyperparameters is
not clearly known [Lizotte (2008)]. In this research, the validation RMSE is used as the criteria for
hyperparameter tuning.
To illustrate and analyze the modeling capability of the SARIMA model, developed SARIMA
model for three O&D pairs, ATL→ PHX, ABQ (Albuquerque International Sunport, Albuquerque,
NM) → MDW (Chicago Midway International Airport, Chicago, IL) and IND (Indianapolis In-
ternational Airport, Indianapolis, IN) → CLT are discussed in detail. The developed SARIMA
models and the model performance are shown in Table 4.2. Holt-Winters filters are developed for
the same O&D pairs for performance caparison. Shown in Figure 4.3 are the comparison of the
Holt-Winters filters (on the left) and the SARIMA models (on the right) for the three O&D pairs.








ATL → PHX (1, 0, 0)(2, 1, 1)4 0.0308 0.0275 0.0240
ABQ → MDW (1, 0, 2)(3, 2, 1)4 0.0506 0.0424 0.0423
IND → CLT (1, 0, 3)(0, 0, 0) 0.0460 0.0463 0.0404
Shown in Figure 4.3, the SARIMA model is capable of modeling and forecasting for both
seasonal and non-seasonal direct share time series. The forecasting RMSEs of the developed Holt-
Winters filters are 0.0312 (ATL → PHX), 0.0435 (ABQ → MDW), and 0.1227 (IND → CLT)
respectively. Comparing to the Holt-Winters filters, the developed SARIMA models can provide
better forecasting performance for the three O&Ds. For the three examples, there is no distinct
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Figure 4.3: Model performance comparison of Holt-Winters filter and SARIMA model
overall trend in the direct share time series. SARIMA model can provide better forecasting by
employing a more dynamic modeling of the trend. For O&D pair IND→ CLT, the overall decreasing
trend in the time series is presented in the forecasting by the Holt-Winters filter,but not in the
developed SARIMA model. The SARIMA model is based on the back-shift operator, the prediction
is based more on the recent observations instead of the observations from far from present.
4.3.3 Supervised learning models
For some O&D pairs, the direct share time series can be modeled properly by only using the
historical observations. However, for other O&D pairs, the direct flight market is highly impacted
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by certain market factors, for which it is difficult to predict the direct share only based on the
historical direct share observations. Describing a response using features is a typical supervised
learning problem. In this research, we propose a novel model which combines the supervised
learning models with time series idea for direct share time series forecasting. The proposed model is
denoted as Mfeature. Both parametric and non-parametric supervised learning models are explored
for Mfeature modeling.
4.3.3.1 Features and data
Based on our previous research work, there are five features which have significant correlations
with O&D direct share [Zheng et al. (2018)]. Shown in Table 4.3 are details of the five features.
Table 4.3: Features for supervised learning models
















Paxdeparture from A DB1BMarket
DestPax DestPaxA→B =
∑
Paxarrival to B DB1BMarket
The historical direct share contains information about the previous status of a certain direct
flight market, which is the most significant feature for O&D direct share forecasting. The relative
airfare (RelativeFare) is the ratio of average airfare of direct flights and non-direct flights, which
indicates the pricing difference between direct flight services and non-direct flight services. On an
O&D pair, there are usually legacy carriers (e.g. American Airlines, Delta Airlines, and United
Airlines, etc.) and low-cost carries (e.g. Southwest Airlines, Frontier Airlines, and JetBlue Airlines,
etc.) competing. The passenger share of legacy carriers, LegacyShare, is the ratio of passengers
carried by legacy carriers to the total passengers. A large LegacyShare indicates the O&D market
is dominated by legacy carriers. Air Carrier Statistics (T100) database is explored to generate the
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LegacyShare. The T100 data bank contains domestic and international airline market and segment
data [Bureau of Transportation Statistics (2018b)]. T100 domestic market data by U.S. carriers is
used in this research. OriginPax is the quarterly total departure passengers from an origin airport.
DestPax is the quarterly total arrival passengers at a destination airport. The two features show
the throughput and popularity of the origin and destination airports.
4.3.3.2 Mfeature development
The Mfeature model combines the supervised learning models with time series idea by employ-
ing a time-ordered feature set for supervised learning. Shown as Figure 4.4 is the methodology of
the Mfeature model. For each feature element, xt, there are five features, which are directSharet,
RelativeFaret, LegacySharet, OriginPaxt, and DestPaxt. Assuming the lag length is four, the
four feature elements before t are selected in time order as a feature set Xt, which can be for-
mulated as Equation (4.8). The supervised learning model can be parametric or non-parametric
model, which can describe the direct share at t by the feature set Xt. In this research, the paramet-
ric supervised learning model, multiple linear regression, and non-parametric supervised learning
model, random forest, are explored.
Xt = [xt−4, xt−3, xt−2, xt−1]
= [directSharet−4, RelativeFaret−4, LegacySharet−4, OriginPaxt−4, DestPaxt−4,
...,
directSharet−1, RelativeFaret−1, LegacySharet−1, OriginPaxt−1, DestPaxt−1]
(4.8)
We denote the Mfeature employing multiple linear regression as Mfeature MLR. The relation
between the response and multiple features is modeled in a linear manner in the multiple linear
regression model, which is as Equation 4.9. ŷt is the estimation for observation yt, and xtj is the
jth feature at t. The coefficients β are estimated by minimizing the Root Sum Square (RSS) in
the training set, which is formulated as Equation (4.10).
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Figure 4.4: Methodology of the Mfeature model












With a different lag length, a different amount of information will be included in the model.
The lag length is a hyperparameter to tune for the Mfeature model. Because of the data availability,
the tuning range used in this research is from 1 to 16. Shown in Figure 4.5 are the lag length tuning
processes for three O&D pairs, AUS → BWI, DFW → PSP (Palm Springs International Airport,
Palm Springs, CA), and CLT→ DAY (Dayton International Airport, Dayton, OH). The lag length
is selected when validation RMSE reaches the minimum.
Twelve quarters (three years) of lagged features are used in the Mfeature MLR model for AUS
→ BWI, comparing to which the relatively more recent (five or four previous quarters) features
are used for O&D pairs DFW → PSP and CLT → DAY. Shown in Table 4.4 are the details of



















AUS     BWI
CLT      DAY
DFW    PSP
Figure 4.5: Lag length tuning for Mfeature MLR models
CLT → DAY are similar, the number of non-zero coefficients in the two models differs greatly. It
is shown that, for different direct share time series, a different amount of information is needed for
Mfeature MLR development.













AUS → BWI 12 16 0.0499 0.0368 0.0404
DFW → PSP 5 13 0.0475 0.0459 0.0690
CLT → DAY 4 5 0.0860 0.0698 0.1047
Based on the model performance shown in Figure 4.6, the Mfeature MLR is capable of modeling
for both seasonal and non-seasonal direct share time series. Shown in Figure 4.7 is the variable
importance of the developedMfeature MLR models. ‘Lag 1’ refers to the lag of last quarter (quarterly
lag), and ‘Lag 4’ refers to the lag of four quarters ago (yearly lag).
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Figure 4.7: Feature importance of Mfeature MLR models
Shown in Figure 4.7 (left), for AUS→ BWI, the most important features are LegacyShareLag 3,
directShareLag 1, and DestPaxLag 9, which means the passenger share of legacy carriers, the pre-
vious direct share and the arrival passengers at the destination airport (BWI) are factors which
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have significant correlations with the direct share on AUS → BWI. BWI is one of the three major
airports in the Washington D.C. metropolitan area. As shown in Figure 4.8, BWI has been more
and more popular with arrival passengers during the last 25 years. In the most recent 5 years,
it has been taking a similar amount of arrival passengers as DCA (Ronald Reagan Washington
National Airport, Arlington, VA). With increasing popularity of BWI, the carriers would prefer
to provide more direct flight services to the destination airport (BWI) to compete for the passen-
gers at the origin airport (AUS). Before 1995, American Airlines and US Airways carried most of
the passengers on the O&D market AUS → BWI, which provides very few direct flight services.
In 1995, the Southwest Airlines joined this O&D market and started providing more and more
pricing competitive direct flight services, which brings the direct share on this O&D market to a
higher level and became the major carrier on this O&D. The case study of O&D pair AUS→ BWI
shows how the important features, such as LegacyShare and DestPax, can be used to describe
and forecast direct share in the developed Mfeature MLR. Mfeature model can take advantage of
feature engineering to reveal the driving factors for O&D direct share change and provide better













Figure 4.8: Passenger share among the three major airports in Washington D.C.
metropolitan area
Mfeature MLR model is also developed for the direct share time series on CLT→ DAY, in which
there are a lot of random fluctuations. For model performance comparison, Holt-Winters filter and
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SARIMA are developed for this O&D as well. Shown in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.9 are the model
performance of the three developed models.













SARIMA (2,2,2)(0,0,0) 0.0887 0.0635 0.2377
Mfeature MLR
lag length = 5
number of features = 6
0.0860 0.0697 0.1031
Based on the comparison in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.9, the Holt-Winters filter and SARIMA
can not provide proper forecasting of direct share on CLT → DAY. For Holt-Winters filter, the
overall decreasing trend is captured and presented in the forecasting. The SARIMA model based
on the recent observations of direct share can not forecast the trend change in the testing set. As
shown in the feature importance plot in Figure 4.9, RelativeFareLag 1 and RelativeFareLag 2
are also important features for direct share forecasting on this O&D. The additional information of
RelativeFare makes it possible to provide more accurate forecasting of direct share on this O&D.
Mfeature RF is the Mfeature model using random forest model as the supervised learning model.
Random forest is a non-parametric model, for which the model architecture is determined by
hyperparameters. Usually, when developing a random forest model based on a large database,
hyperparameter tuning is critical. There are three major hyperparameters for a random forest
model, which are the Mtry, MaxDepth, and Ntrees [Dı́az-Uriarte and De Andres (2006)]. Mtry
determines the number of features randomly picked at each split when growing the trees. MaxDepth
determines how deep each tree can grow. Ntrees is the number of decision trees grown in the random
forest model. However, when dealing with a relatively small dataset, tuning hyperparameter in
detail may cause a big risk of over-fitting. In this research, the three hyperparameters in the
random forest are set as Mtry = (feature number)/3, MaxDepth = 20, and Ntrees = 50 as common
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Figure 4.9: Model performance comparison of Holt-Winters filter, SARIMA,
and Mfeature MLR for CLT → DAY
defaults [Aiello et al. (2016)]. Only the lag length which determines the structure of inputs is tuned
based on the validation RMSE.
Developed Mfeature RF models for IAH (George Bush Intercontinental Airport, Houston, Texas)
→ SAN and DTW (Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport, Detroit, MI)→ PBI (Palm Beach
International Airport, West Palm Beach, FL) are shown as examples. Shown in Table 4.6 are
details of the developed Mfeature RF models and the model performance. The Holt-Winters filters,
SARIMA models, and Mfeature MLR models are developed for model performance comparison,
which are shown in Figure 4.10.
For the direct share time series on IAH → SAN, neither trend nor seasonality is obvious. The
direct share fluctuates in a random manner. The classical time series models can not model and
forecast this direct share time series properly, especially can not forecast future direct share with an
increasing trend which has not been seen in the historical data. For the developed Mfeature RF , the
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lag length equals to 16, which means the features within the most recent 16 quarters (4 years) are
used for direct share forecasting in the developed Mfeature RF model. The most important features
include directShare 1, OriginPaxLag 2 and OriginPaxLag 1 (in the relative importance order),
which means the departure passenger volume at the origin airport also has significant impacts on
the direct share on this O&D. For the developed Mfeature MLR, the lag length equals 8 and the most
important feature is directShare 1 which is much more important than other features. Estimation
of the coefficient of directShare 1 is 0.5285. The prediction at first point of the forecasting set
is 0.9998. Since the forecasting process is a twenty-step forward iterative forecasting, the error of
prediction at previous steps is passed on to the following forecasting steps. For O&D pair DTW
→ PBI, there is a distinct seasonality in the direct share time series. Comparing to ANC → SFO
in Figure 4.1, there are more randomness and unclear trend in the direct share time series on
DTW → PBI. The important features in the developed Mfeature RF model are DestPaxLag 4,
directShareLag 4, and LegacyShareLag 4, which are yearly lags of the three features.
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Figure 4.10: Model performance comparison of Holt-Winters filter, SARIMA,
Mfeature MLR, and Mfeature RF
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The comparison in Figure 4.10 shows that, the Mfeature RF model is capable of modeling and
forecasting both seasonal and non-seasonal direct share time series. Because the random forest
models the relationship between response and features in a nonlinear manner. The impact of a single
feature on the response is not linear. Especially when there are several important features in the
model, the non-parametric models can handle the randomness better compared to the parametric
models. The Mfeature RF is more capable of modeling direct share time series with more randomness
compared to the Mfeature MLR model.
4.3.4 Modeling performance analysis
Both classical time series models and machine learning models are investigated carefully for
O&D direct share time series modeling and forecasting. All 1295 O&D pairs are considered in this
research, and direct share time series with different characteristics are shown as examples for model
capability and performance analysis in this session. Based on the analysis, O&D direct share time
series is O&D specific, which means for different O&Ds, the characteristics of the trend, seasonality,
and noise may vary significantly from each other. According to this fact, different models should
be developed for different O&D pairs. The Holt-Winters filter can model the direct share time
series with seasonality and stable overall trend. The SARIMA model can model and forecast
both seasonal and nonseasonal time series, by which the trend is modeled more dynamically. The
proposed Mfeature model takes advantage of additional information by feature engineering. From
the developed Mfeature model, the driving factors for the direct share change on a certain O&D
market can be identified. It is shown the Mfeature model can provide proper forecasting of direct
share time series on the O&Ds, which can not be modeled properly by the classical time series
models, especially for the O&Ds highly impacted by other market factors besides historical direct
share. Based on the comparison, the Mfeature RF model can provide better model performance for
the direct share time series with more randomness compared to the Mfeature MLR.
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4.4 Hybrid Framework for Direct Share Time Series Forecasting
Based on the model development and comparison in the previous section, for different O&D
pairs, the model which can probably forecast the direct share time series should be different. To
fully exploit the modeling capabilities of different models and automatically select the best direct
share forecasting model for each O&D, a hybrid framework is proposed in this research.
4.4.1 Hybrid framework
The hybrid framework is based on the classical time series models and the Mfeature models
explored in this research. Illustrated in Figure 4.11 is the workflow of the hybrid framework. The
classical time series models and the Mfeature models are developed for each O&D, and the best
model is automatically selected based on the forecasting performance for each O&D. Shown in











final model model selection 
Figure 4.11: Hybrid framework for direct share time series modeling
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Figure 4.12: O&D direct share modeling based on the hybrid framework
The direct share time series forecasting models are developed for the 1295 O&D pairs based on
the hybrid framework. For direct share time series on different O&Ds, different models are selected.
Shown in Table 4.7 is the model performance summary of the hybrid framework. Classical time
series models are selected for 72% O&D pairs. For all of the 1295 O&D pairs, the average RMSE
of twenty-step forward forecasting is 0.0898.
Table 4.7: Direct share time series modeling based on the hybrid framework





Holt-Winters filter 472 (36.44%) 0.0695 0.0986
SARIMA 461 (35.59%) 0.0750 0.0956
Mfeature MLR 153 (11.81%) 0.0442 0.0721
Mfeature RF 209 (16.13%) 0.0186 0.0703
Hybrid framework 1295 0.0602 0.0898
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4.4.2 Model comparison and analysis
One of the major objectives of this research is to propose O&D direct share time series models
which can be a reliable replacement to the model currently used for direct share forecasting by the
FAA TAF. We denote this method as MTAF . The model performance is analyzed and compared
between the proposed hybrid framework and the MTAF model.
In the FAA TAF, the direct share is assumed to be a fixed ratio in prediction and forecasting.
In the MTAF model, the prediction or forecasting of direct share will be equal to the most recent
observation of direct share on a certain O&D pair. Shown in Table 4.8 and Figure 4.13 are the
prediction and forecasting performance of MTAF on different O&D pairs.
Table 4.8: MTAF modeling details and performance





The forecasting performance of MTAF highly depends on how close the most recent observation
of direct share is to the average of the direct share in the future. If the direct share is stable in
the future and the most recent observation is close to the future average, the testing RMSE of
the MTAF forecasting will be smaller. If the direct share fluctuates significantly in the future, or
the most recent observation is not close to the future average, the testing RMSE of the MTAF
forecasting will increase dramatically. Comparing Fig 4.12 and Fig 4.13, for O&D pair with trends
or the most recent observation of direct share is no is not close to the future direct share average, the
MTAF failed to provide accurate and reasonable forecasting of direct share time series. Therefore,
the MTAF is not a reliable model for direct share time series forecasting.
The direct share forecasting for all 1295 O&Ds is generated by MTAF for comparison. The
average RMSE of twenty-step forward forecasting is 0.1058, which shows that the proposed hybrid
framework is a promising replacement of the MTAF . Besides a better forecasting performance, the
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Figure 4.13: Prediction and forecasting performance of MTAF
model developed based on the hybrid framework can capture the characteristics of the direct share
change on a certain O&D and can reveal the major factors which have significant impacts on the
direct flight market. The developed models can provide more knowledge about the evolution of a
certain O&D market and more reliable forecasting of direct share time series in the future.
4.5 Conclusion and Future Work
Air transportation direct share is an essential factor in air transportation planning, airlines’
market strategy making and airport operations scheduling. Direct share shows the passengers’
distribution on direct and non-direct itineraries on an O&D. It indicates the air travelers’ general
preference for direct flight services on an O&D market under certain supply. Based on the study of
1295 O&D pairs across the U.S., direct share time series is O&D specific, which means for different
O&Ds, the characteristics of the direct share time series may vary significantly from each other.
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To develop accurate models for direct share forecasting, both classical time series models and
machine learning models are explored. Holt-Winters filter is a proper model for direct share time
series with distinct seasonality and constant overall trend. Meanwhile, SARIMA model is capable
of modeling seasonal and nonseasonal direct share time series, which models the trend in a more
dynamic way compared to the Holt-Winters filter. Mfeature model is proposed in this research,
which combines supervised learning models with feature engineering. Both parametric and non-
parametric supervised learning models are investigated for the Mfeature model development. Based
on the model performance comparison and analysis, the Mfeature can take advantage of additional
information about the factors which have significant impacts on O&D direct share to provide more
promising forecasting. To fully exploit the modeling capability of different models and automatically
select the direct share forecasting model for different O&Ds, a hybrid framework is proposed in
this research. Based on the model performance comparison, the hybrid framework is a reliable
replacement for the direct share forecasting model currently used by the FAA TAF.
In this research, multiple linear regression and random forest are used in the Mfeature modeling.
In the future work, more supervised learning parametric models (e.g. ridge regression, Lasso
regression, and beta regression, etc.) and non-parametric models (e.g. gradient boosting machine,
support vector machines, and neural networks, etc.) can be investigated to further improve the
model forecasting performance.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Air transportation direct share is the ratio of direct passengers to total passengers on a direc-
tional origin and destination (O&D) pair, which is an essential factor in air transportation planning,
airline market strategy making, and airport operations scheduling. Better understanding and more
accurate forecasting of O&D direct share can benefit air transportation planners, airlines, and
airports in multiple ways. This research focuses on analysis and forecasting of O&D direct share
under both the panel data context and the time series context. Based on the analysis of the char-
acteristics of O&D direct share, the features which have significant impacts on direct share for all
the O&D pairs considered are identified. The forecasting models developed under both contexts
show forecasting advantages compared to the model for O&D direct share forecasting used by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Terminal Area Forecast (TAF).
5.1 Conclusion and Discussion
To find the factors which have significant impacts on O&D direct share, parametric regression
models are investigated with feature selection methods in this research. Based on the analysis
of the feature importance, O&D direct share is a predictable factor which is highly related to its
historical observations, especially the most recent observation. The pricing difference between the
direct and non-direct flight services impacts the direct share for an O&D. The O&D markets which
dominated by low-cost carriers tend to have relatively higher direct share, because of the operation
characteristics of the low-cost carries. The O&D pairs which connects busy hubs tend to have a
higher share of direct flight services because of the market competition between the airlines.
To develop an accurate model for direct share forecasting, the modeling and forecasting of O&D
direct share was carried out under the panel data context. Both parametric and nonparametric
machine learning models are explored. The Bayesian optimization method is employed for hyper-
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parameter tuning. Based on the modeling and forecasting comparison, both the Random Forest
model and the GBM model can provide better forecasting performance compared to the model used
for direct share forecasting by FAA TAF. When a single model developed, the GBM model can out-
perform the Random Forecast model in this research. To further improve forecasting performance,
a novel Category-based learning model is proposed in this research. Category-based learning model
can provide better forecasting performance because of the efficient categorization of the database
and the variety in the final model set.
The fact that the O&D direct share is highly related to the historical observations shows that
the study of O&D direct share under time series context is necessary. Based on the analysis of O&D
direct share time series in this research, direct share is O&D specific, which means for different
O&Ds, the best models for direct share forecasting may vary significantly from each other. Both
parametric and nonparametric time series models are investigated. For direct share time series with
relatively regular seasonality and trend, the parametric models are capable of modeling and fore-
casting direct share time series accurately with relatively easier formation. Nonparametric models
can provide better forecasting performance for direct share time series with more randomness and
short-term periodical patterns.
To further improve the forecasting performance, and develop accurate forecasting model for
the O&Ds on which the time series models cannot forecast the direct share accurately, a novel
model which combines the ideas of time series modeling and supervised learning based on feature
engineering is proposed. Based on the model performance comparison and analysis, the proposed
model can take advantage of additional information about the factors which have significant impacts
on O&D direct share to provide more promising forecasting.
To fully exploit the modeling capability of different models and automatically select the direct
share forecasting model for different O&Ds, a hybrid framework is proposed in this research. Based
on the model performance comparison, the hybrid framework is a reliable replacement for the direct
share forecasting model used by the FAA TAF.
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5.2 Future Work
Feature engineering is an important component in this research for both direct share analysis and
modeling. In this research, the features related to O&D market, air travelling quality, and socio-
economy are considered. In the future work, more features should be added into consideration.
Details about flight service levels, schedule of departures and arrivals, and passengers’ frequency
are all possible factors which can have impacts on direct share.
In this research, modeling and forecasting are carried out under the panel data context and the
time series context. Parametric models, such as multiple linear regression, Beta regression, Holt-
Winters filter, and SARIMA models are explored. Nonparamatic models, including the Random
Forest, Gradient Boosting Machine, and Artificial Neural Networks, are investigated as well. In
the future work, more supervised learning parametric models and non-parametric models can be
explored to further improve the model performance.
